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IHE 1930 CENSUS
The 1930 census shows a remarkable growth in the

population of our Country and the progress of in
dustrial enterprises. This Bank ran be very use ful

to you and we cordially invite you to make it your
depository.
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North National Bank
Rockland,
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23, 24, 25
1930

Maine

Tabulation
By
Counties Is Completed— Four Persons Taken To Hospital But Not Seriously Injured; Shorefront Properties Obtained From Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corporation Are To Be Beautified
$1000 Reward For Lost Necklace
Moran’s Expenses

An unofficial tabulation of ballots
cast for Governor in the election,
completed by the Secretary of State’s
••• ••• ••• •••
•••
.>.
••• j Department Saturday, gave Governor
The saddest failures ln life are ••• Gardiner 82,310 votes and Edward C.
••• those that come from the not ••• J Moran Jr., Rockland. Democratic
•• putting forth of power and will
candidate, 67.172. The official returns
to succeed.—Whipple.
-• j
will be canvassed by a committee of
M ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •«. •«. •••
p the Legislature. The unofficial vote
by counties:
It is not surprising that Stalin has ]
Gardiner Moran
become dictator of Russia. A man Androscoggin ..........
8688
8211
who can make a crowd listen to a sev Aroostook ................. 4790
2168
en-hour speech was born to the job — Cumberland .............. 12754 11690
' New Orleans States.
FTanklin ..................
2519
1326
Hancock ...................
4651 1966
Kennebec .................. 8611 6830
Knox ....................... 4168
4437
Lincoln .................... 2553
1366
Oxford .................... 4692
4495
Penobscot ............... 6303
6958
Piscataquis .............
1988
1555
PARK THEATRE Sagadahoc ............... 1709
926
NEXT WEEK
Somerset ................. 3081
3046
Waldo ...................... 2480
2362
Washington ............ 4512
3775
York .......................
8811
6061

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

Where Farm and City Join Hands!

1930

North Knox Fair

SEPTEMBER

UNION, MAINE

23, 24, 25
. 1930

September 23, 24, 25, 1930
September 23rd—Preparation Day
PRESENTING 62nd ANNUAL EXHIBITION
Bigger and Better and Greater
LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL DISPLAYS
MACHINERY EXHIBITS
4-H CLUBS EXHIBITS
ART DEPARTMENT
HORSE RACING—SIX CLASSES
BEST HORSES IN MAINE
ROCKLAND (ITY BAND
SPECIAL FREE VAUDEVILLE ACTS irnished by Wirth & Hamid, New York
BIG AUTO SHOW ON WA1 TO GRAND STAND
PULLING—HORS LS AND OXEN
BIG NIGHT SHOW, WEDNESDAY, 24$i INCLUDING WONDERFUL FIRE
WORKS DISPLAY
EVERYTHING TO AMUSE AND ENTERTAIN IN THE MIDWAY
All Events On Standard Time
i
Races Called at 1.00 o’clock
Children Under 12 Years Admitted Free Laily When Accompanied By Parents
or Guartian
ADMISSION: Single Admission50c.
Automobiles 25c
Grand Stand and AutomobileiFree for Night Show
'112-114

Several motor cars, bearing happy both machines being very badly
kicidiqs bound for a picnic at Me damaged.
gunticook Lake, were wending their
The most seriously injured of the
way toward Camden Saturday fore 12 persons involved appeared to be
noon when there occurred an acci Mr. Blackington, who was bleeding
dent which came within an ace of profusely from cuts made by flying
turning joy into tragedy, and which glass from the broken windows. He
proved serious enough in any event and his three passengers were taken
as four persons were taken to Knox to the hospital, where a careful ex
amination failed to show that any
Hospital.
William A. Glover was driving his member of the quartet had injuries
new car in which were seven children. of a dangerous nature.
Miss Caroline Barry, Miss Eliza
At the top of the slight decline which
leads to the main entrance to Oakland beth Barry and Mrs. E. J. Cornellis
Park the car in front of him stopped were badly shaken up and had some
abruptly, and Mr. Glover jammed on bruises, which would necessitate only
the brakes to prevent a rear end a brief stay in the hospital.
Mr. Glover escaped from the colli
! collision with it.
As a consequence of this action sion with Injuries to one of his legs
I the Glover car skidded and was head and cuts on the back of one hand.
ed into the highway when there ap- The only member of his party to suf
i preached from the opposite direction fer casualties was Richard Elling
a car driven by Kenneth Blackington wood, who parted with a portion of
[of Camden, and occupied by three two front teeth.
[ New York ladies who have been
The case was Investigated by State
Patrolman Shaw.
[spending the summer there.
| The Glover car was struck with
An aftermath of the accident Is
such violence that it was turned com found in the announcement that Mrs.
pletely around, and headed in the Cornellis lost a very valuable pearl
Totals .................
82310 67172 direction from which it had just necklace. A reward of $1000 is
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
come. The other car was ditched, offered to the finder.
Edward C. Moran, Jr., filed his
campaign expenses with the Secretary
ARE READY FOR THE WORD
[of State, listing $60 for automobile
bumper signs.
JACK LUBY AT UNION

Fast Horses Awaiting the “Go!” At Union Fair GroundsOne of the repeat attractions at
Big Midway and All the Fixin’s
Union Fair will be Jack Luby, singer
and entertainer who was well re
ceived at his previous appearance.
Union Fair opened this morning, Louise Sarver, Joe Direct, Mary
His mellow tenor voice is particularly
effective in the newer popular bal anti if the attendance is in ratio to Montgomery, Henry Navarre, Peter
lads and he registered a distinct hit that of last Sunday the North Knox Bingen, Glen C. Roch, Watson B., Jr.,
The Shiek, Peter Azoff, Lu
at the St. Stephen fair last week.
Society will have to enlarge its till. . Glendill,
Trask, Peter Tanlac.
It seemed as if everybody in East
2.22 Class Trot or Pace—Marda
ern Maine was interested, and the Harvester, Jingle Bells, Dr. Harves
Sabbath stillness was continually ter, Ruth Rose, Alice Todd, Holly
broken as the succession of motor wood the Great, Russell Direct, Emi
cars passed to and from the fair ly June, Rambolier, Braden, Comet
Harvester, Walter M. Stanley, Lu
PARK THEATRE grounds.
The visitors were surprised as well Hall, Molly R. Lucile Scott, Mabel,
NEXT WEEK
as pleased at the improvements Jr., Riley, Brother Q.
which have been wrought, and the
2.17 Trot or Pace—Peter Yingling,
consensus of opinion was that the Marda Harvester, Joe Direct, HarThe Williams-Brazier Post, 37, A.L.
new arrangement will bbe very satis wah. Miss Abbe, Sussie Watts, GayPresents
fying to everybody.
ton Azoff, Peter J. K„ Glendill VI Di
The track was never in such good rectum, Mojo McKlyo, Gaiety Mc
condition before. "Bob" McKinley Gregor, Billy Direct, Peter Tanlac,
in
and his associates have worked upon Worthy Prodigal.
it steadily for a number of weeks
2.20 Trot or Pace—Marda Harves
and it has been carefully watered ter, Jingle Bell, Sussie Watts, Braden
throughout the long dry spell.
D„ Peter J. K„ Molly R„ Bob Braden,
By Maud Fulton
The field is a large one and some Mabel Jr., Marjorie M„ Capt. Harvey.
with
of the best horses in the State are
2.25 Trot or Pace—Dr. Harvester,
Marshall Bradford
entered. The man who will “send Ruth Rose, Alice Todd, Hollywood
them, away” is C. Earle Ludwick the Great, Comet Harvester, Lu
who is known on a dozen Maine race Hall, Lucille Scott, Empress Direct,
Watts Hall
tcacks as a "square shooter," bent on Myrtle Worthy, The Unknown,
THOMASTON
giving the public its money’s worth. Jack Evans, Riley, Prince Cromwell,
There is an elongated midway, so Sky
Rocket, Worthy
Prodigal,
Thursday, Friday
arranged that people can patronize Brother Q.
it and yet be in the same zone where
2.15 Trot or Pace—Glendill, The
the racing-is in progress. Five free Shiek, VI Directum, Peter Bingen,
acts of vaudeville will be presented Glen C. Roch, Gayton Az^ff, Nowa
ALL SEATS 50c
twixt heats.
day Mac. Peter Azoff, Flo Direct, Lu
Here are the entries for the two Trask, Mary Montgomery, Louise
Checking at McDonald’s
days:
Sarver, Joe Direct, Harwah, Miss
2.13 Trot or Pace—Betty Direct, Abbe, Peter Tanlac, Northern Knight.

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

ADELYN BUSHNELL
“THE BRAT”

September 25,26

KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST 3ANKING INSTITUTION

SPECIALS
Wednesday Forenoon
• at Woodland______

Pillsbury’s Flour 85c

There are in circulation false coins
dated 1931. It’s evident that some
body hos been giving ahead.

SHOT WAS FATAL'
Walter Matson Accidentally

Killed

NOTICE
Of Change of Time

While

On

Duck

Hunting Trip

Walter Matson of St. George was
fatally shot early Saturday night
while duck hunting on the St. Georges
From this date to Oct. 1 the
River with a companion named Albert
Fancy Native
Gov. Douglas will leave Thom
Korpinen.
Just how the shotgun was dis
aston for
Monhegan and
charged has not been made known.
Boothbay Harbor at 6 A. M.
Korpinen was so much overcome by
the tragic affair that he could give
Standard Time.
Medical Examiner H. W. Frohock no
clear idea as to the circumstances.
Buffet Size
11. J
The charge passed through Matson's
right shoulder blade and death en
sued in a few moments.
The Finest of Fruit in Regular l«e
The shot and the victim’s outerv
Cans. Save For Winter
were heard by a resident in that
vicinity who, however, was helpless,
as there was no boat on that side of
the river.
Seal Brand
The body was placed in charge of
Announces Fall
A. D. Davis & Son, Thomaston under
REMEMBER, WEDNESDAY
Passenger Train Schedules takers.
FORENOON ONLY
Matson was 22 and was not married.
We Close At Noon, Going to tynion
He was the son of Victor Matson and
effective 12.01 A. M.
Fair
was employed as a paving cutter on
Clark Island.
The shooting was investigated yes
terday by the sheriff’s department
114-116
and there were rumors that an arrest
would be made, but apparently all
2i||lllllltlllllllllillllllllllllll!lllllllilllllllllllljlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^ concerned are now reconciled to Kor
pinen's version of having stumbled on
=
s the ledges while carrying the loaded
gun.

24% Pound Bag

Frying Chicken lb 29c
Peaches Pears Prunes

6 cans 25c

These need the frotection of

a Safe Deposit vault
Bonds, stock certificates, dc Is, insurance papers

and other valuable documents hould be kept in a

Safe Deposit box instead of in rivate safes or inse
cure strong boxes.

No one can tell when fire or lieves will visit their
home or place of business.

It ismwise, therefore, to

leave valuables in places wherithey might be de

stroyed or stolen when for a fetl cents a week abso
lute safety can be obtained.

The Safe Deposit vaults at the ecurity Trust Com
pany offices in Rockland, Canten, Rockport and

Coffee, lb.,

PERRY’S MARKET

|

Come in and let us show you or vault and explain
ihe features of our Safe Deposit Pstem.

ROCKLAND

EE
==

EE

Lost at Glencove, probably near top of hill,

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL STITUTIONS GROUP

|

Saturday, September 22

|

TO THE FINDER

MRS. E. J. CORNELLIS

EE

Finder communicate with Locke, Perkins &

S

Williamson, Attorneys, Augusta, Me.

GRANGE LEADER DEAD
Clement S. Stetson Who Died Sun
day Was Former Head of State
Organiaztion

Clement S. Stetson, 77 died sud
denly Sunday at his home in Greene.
He was a former master of the
State Grange and formerly a mem
ber of the State Board of Assessors.
Mr. Stetson, who was at one time
= a newspaper reporter in Logans
= port, Indiana, and knew Judge
Kenesaw Mountain Lands, when the
= later was a newsboy ln that city, was
one of the, most widely known
SE Grangers in the East and had done
much to advance the order in Maine,
j He has been a member of the Grange
= for many years, serving in several
offices in Androscoggin Grange in
his home town of Greene, and for
nine years he was a deputy under
State Master Obadiah Gardner.
For several years he was Master of
the State Grange, and he attained
| much prominence ln the National
Grange, at one time being chairman
committee.
1 of Inthe1917executive
he was named as a mem
ber of the State Board of Assessors
~ by Governor Carl E. Milliken and he
held that position until a little more
EE than a year ago, when he resigned. He
had also at one time been on the
executive board of the New England
Tax Conference Committee.

| $1,000 Reward |
|

Camden, Rockport, Union, W*en, Vinalhaven

LOST
104 Oriental Pearls, central diamond cluster.
Center pearl 1 1.04 grams, graduating down to
approximately 2 grams

==

SECURITY TRUSTCOMPANY

Sunday, Sept. 28

( Pearl Necklace |

Vinr.’haven afford a high degreiof protection at a •

trifling cost per year.

37c

MAINE CENTRAL
RAILROAD

Official announcement was made speculation as to what disposition
yesterday that Mrs. Edward W. Bok would eventually be made of them.
has bought two valuable shore privi Olmsted Brothers, the landscape
leges in Rockport, and with It comes gardeners, who are creating such
the Intimation that after being beau wonderful improvements for Mrs. Bok
'on the Camden waterfront, have altified by expert landscape gardeners I ready been engaged to bring about
the property will be presented by her the transformation at Rockport.
Their first act will be the elimination
to the town.
The parcels of real estate included of the unsightly lime kilns and core
hi this important deal border on both piles. The lime company will dis
mantle the old Shepherd kilnshed,
sides of Goose River, which is spanned bringing the materials to Rockland,
by the iron bridge at the southern possibly for some future use.
approach to the town, and include the What disposition will be made ot
Carleton-Wooster tenement*
old Martin kiln privilege, the Cooper the
which
stands on the cooper shop
shop privilege, the Burgess kiln privi
privilege, is not stated. It has four
lege and the O. P. Shepherd, Carleton tenants at present.
and McIntire properties. A cooper The erstwhile lime properties,
shop originally stood on the last grassed over, and dotted here and
there with attractive shrubbery, will
named piece of real estate.
All of the parcels above named present a most pleasing vista to all
who visit that locality, and will make
were under the ownership of the an important continuation of the im
Rockland and Rockport Lime Cor provements Mrs. Bok has already
poration, but have been Idle for two wrought in that town, and to those
years, the company having discon which have already been made in the
tinued quarrying and lime manufac vicinity by the daughter of W. J.
turing operations ln that town.
Curtis, following the purchase of
Even since the properties fell Into properties which were owned by Mrs.
disuse there has been a great deal of H. L. Shephard.

WE

SEE OUR

FIRST SOCCER

Long Cove Scots and Clark Island Swedes Give Fine
Exhibition At Community Park
Rockland witnessed its first dem
onstration of soccer football Satur
day afternoon at Community Park,
and it is to be regretted that more
of the local fans did not improve the
opportunity, for it was a fast game,
fought with exceeding earnestness,
and with a fine display of sports
manship on both sides.
Soccer bears only a slight resemb
lance to our football for the reason
that the players do not use their
hands or forearms, while ln our foot
ball games these are the essentials
ln a majority of the plays. Soccer
players become remarkably adept
with their feet, as might be expect
ed from players who are theoretically
armless. And they use their heads
in more senses than one, for it is
that portion of the anatomy that is
often called into play, both on the
offense and the defense. Butting
the ball with the head naturally
carries a strong comedy element, but
it may be fairly described as "com
bining business with pleasure.”
It is rather odd, for two reasons,
that Rockland has not had soccer
before. One is that it has a tre
mendous vogue throughout the
country, with an attendance aften
exceeding that seen at our football
games. The other reason is that
soccer appeals especially to those who
come from the countries across the
sea, of whom there are a great many
in Knox County*, particularly ln the
granite sections like St. George.
The two teams which took pos
session of Community Park Satur
day afternoon represented a fine
type of manhood, and not at all
young men either, for one of the
best players on the field was 57
years of age. Another player is said
to have been a member of the Lon
don police force—a fine, upstanding
young man, straight as a Maine pine,
keen of eye, and evidently a stickler
for the observance of the rules.
And in this latter connection was

a referee—James Cant, who evi
dently understood his business and
was impartial in his decisions.
Stonecutters predominated on the
sidelines, a fine looking body of men,
very earnest ln their support of their
favorite team, and evidently not
given so much to heckling as the
baseball crowds are.
The game opened with an aggres
sive attack by the Long Cove eleven.
G. Underwood made a fine try for
a goal, but it was skilfully prevented
by the Clark Island goalie. Millquist of Long Cove scored the first
goal on a corner kick. D. Fletcher
missed a penalty kick, and the
score was tied when E. Johnson
scored for Long Cove by making a
fine kick from a very narrow angle.
Ixing Cove drew away again when
Underwood scored a penalty goal.
The half ended with the score Long
Cove 2, Clark Island 1.
In the second half, which was
played after a 5-minute rest, two
goals were made for Long Cove, one
by H. Millquist and one by Under
wood, making the final score 4 to 1.
The outstanding playqrs in the
game were Millquist, Morris, the
Fletcher brothers and Campbell and
Anderson for Long Cove and Forn,
Falk and E. Johnson for Clark
Island. The score:
Long Cove Scots—Benson goal, R,
Anderson full, D. Fletcher, Morris,
Folki, Lilyngren, Campbell half
backs, Underwood center; N. Fletch
er, A. Tostevin right wing, Mollison,
H. Millquist left wing.
Clark Island Swedes—Erik Torbgomson goal, Falk, Holmburg full,
Alf Olanson, Knult Carlson, Barny
Pederson half backs, Ernest Johnson,
Gust Carlson right wing, Nils Fam,
Gust Millquist, Helgo Carlson left
wing.
Score, Scots 4, Swedes 1. Goals
made by H. Millquist 2, Underwood
2. E. Johnson 1. Referee, James Cant.
Linesmen. G. Auld for Long Cove,
Carl Linden for Clark Island.
Scorer,, John Reed.

FEDERATED CLUBS

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

The Methebesec Plays Host

At District Meeting Here
Tomorrow

LOVE WILL FIND OUT TIIE WAY

A district meeting of the Federated
Clubs will be held ln this city tomor
row, with the Methebesec Club, Mrs.
Irene Moran, president, as the hostess
club. All sessions will be held at the
Congregational Church. Mrs. Edna
Hutchings, State president, several
other State officers and district di
rectors are to be present, and the oc
casion promises to be one of value
and interest. The detailed program
Is:
Morning session, 10.30—Group sing
ing, Salute to the Flag, address of
welcome by Mayor Charles M. Rich
ardson, greetings extended by Mrs.
Irene Moran, 3-minute reports from
the clubs of the district, made by
the presidents or representatives;
talks by department officers.
Luncheon will be served at 1 p. m„
at the Thorndike Hotel.
Afternoon session, 2.30—Organ and
piano duets, Romance, Rubinstein;
and Minuet, Boccherini: Mrs. Faith
G. Berry and Mrs. Nettie Averill;
contralto, Ooin’ Home, DvorakFisher, Mrs. Gladys 8. Morgan; ad
dress, Mrs. Edna Hutchings, State
President; musical readings, To a
New Little House, Bleeker; The First
Day of School, Bartlett; Speak For
Yourself, Yohn, Kirk, Mrs. Helen
Wentworth; contralto, The Sunbeam,
Clokey; Last Night, Kjerulf; Mrs.
Morgan.
The musical program Is under the
direction of Mrs. Vivian F. Hewett.
Tea will be served In the church par
lors under direction of the social com
mittee.

Nllo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here
after for the special convenience of
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
light adjusting etc.

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week
The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness —Charles Darwin.

114-tf

Over the mountains
And over the waves.
Under the fountains
And under the graves;
Under floods that are deepest.
Which Neptune obey.
Over rocks that are steepest,
Love will find out the way.
When there Is no place
For the glow-worm to lie.
When there Is no space
For receipt of a fly;
When the midge dares not venture
Lest herself fast she lay.
If Love come, he will enter
And will find out the way.
• •

You may esteem him
A child for his might;
Or you may deem him
A coward for his flight;
But If she w'hom Love doth honour
Be conceal’d from the day—
Set a thousand guards upon her.
Love will find out the way.
Some think to lose him
By having him confined;
And some do suppose him.
Poor heart! to be blind;
But If ne’er so close ye wall him,
Do the best that ye may.
Blind Love. If so ye call him.
He will find out his way.

You may train the eagle
To stoop to your fist;
Or you may Inveigle
The Phoenix of the east:
The lioness, you may move her
To give over her prey;
But you'll ne’er stop a lover—
He will find out the way.

j
•

1
t 1

If the earth it should part him.
He would gallop It o'er;
If the seas should o erthwart him.
He would swim to the shore;
Should his Love become a swallow,
Through the air to stray.
Love will lend wings to follow.
And will find out the way.
There Is no striving
To cross his Intent;
There Is no contriving
His plots to prevent;
But if once the message greet him
That his True Love doth stay.
If Death should come and meet him.
Love will find out the way.

—Anonymoja.

PIRATES WIN TWO

ST1LL AT g°lping

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Sept. 20. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette.
and that of the issue of this paper of
Sept 20. 1930, there was printed a total
Of 6340 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

i
J

September’s Smiling Sun Sensational Game At Waldo
boro As "Chummy” Gray
Makes Possible Another of

|
;

Enna£TTICK

Fans 22 In 10 Innings

Those Saturday Contests

WE WIN FIRST BLOOD
Rockland

High

Outplays

Skowhegan High On the
Latter’s Gridiron

, berries a-plentv in those woods 50
years ago. Ask the Rambler—she
knows. This is not a vain Imagining',
neither do I have to call Old Bill
_____________________________ I Jones to prove it.
' .
. ,
,
...I This is from Dad's diary, Aug. 16,
Returning from the seashore, I just ,880 „Coo, a„ day wind northerly.
naturally had to hit the trail for the went in the woods after berries. Got
Fells and look the “sityation'* over. 20 quarts blueberries, blackberries and
Found everything okey, water low in huckleberries. Never saw the berries
“» „k,s foliage ,r.
only .
few trees turned. From the cottage we gQt in a„ about 60 quarLs."
window at Wessagussett I looked out , We used to take the Gabbletown
across Fore River and Hough’s Neck road to the Big Trees, then across the
about N.N.W. to the custom house swampy place back of the Charles
tower in Boston, distance about 10 Fountain place, or else bear to the
miles. In clear weather we could see left, cross the road and over the fence
It day and night—lit up at night for into the Adam Teel pasture—a great
aviators. From the tower in the Fells place for huckleberries. And there
you look out on the same tower in used to be some luscious raspberries
about a S.S.E. direction, distance 5 or in that territory. To me a raspberry
6 miles. The day was very clear, and never tastes just the same after hav
the Monadnock range and Mt. ing been picked and carried in any
Wachusett could be seen very plainly. kind of a dish as it does when eaten
On the return trip I stepped aside off the bush.
from the path to see if there were
I heard over the air from Springany huckleberries; found a patch, but field the other night that Maine
had nothing to put them in, so decid canned 300.000 bushels of blueberries
ed to come early next day and pick this season. I wonder how many of
them. I came, but it is the same old them came from Turkey Woods.
Boze
story—someone had passed that way
—but by sticking to my bush I got
This is a great age of convenience
about three quarts. The next comer
would have hard work to get a pint when one gets his ixxi from cans, ser
on that patch. The picking reminded mons by radio, and babies from
me of the olden golden days of long foundling asylums.— Ohio State
ago in Turkey Woods. There were Journal.

are
Rockland High opened its grid sea
The Rockland Pirates took both
The joyous prolongation of this
son at Skowhegan Saturday by de
_____________________________ ' ideal September weather has been games of a double-header Sunday,
feating Skowhegan High 12 to 0.
It isa eood thine to eive thanks 1 enjoyed by none more than by the defeating Rockville 5 to 3 and then
Skowhegan opened the game by
It sa g od t
gt g
alge® j local golfers. This has particualar | winning a hectic battle from the
unto the Lord and to sing P
kicking to Rockland. The kick was
to the closing day of i WaldoboroA. C. team 2 to 1 in ten
urtto thy name, O most High. _ application
short and tho ball was returned to
each week, which sees the usual Sat- i innings. In the morningDick Perry
Psalm 92:1.
midfield. Then Rockland started on
urday tournament in operation—and won his third straight game holding
its way towards Skowhegan's goal
it is noted as a happy meterological; the "Flying Finns" to four scatter- |
line without losing the ball. Knowl
BEAUTIFYING ROCKPORT
fact that scarcely since the season j ed hits. The game was elosely
ton made the first touchdown for
opened in early summer has rain ’ played until the eighth inning when
Rockland.
The story carried upon another interfered with the carrying on of Earl Freeman doubled to right scorIn the second period Rockland held
| ing two runs to break the tie and win
page of the real estate purchases the tournament.
possession of the ball most of the
The
recent
Saturday,
which
was
no
:
the
game.
The
Pirates
made
but
made by Mrs. Bok in Rockport will
time but was unable to score. Hooper,
exception to this rule, saw a very i five hits but took advantage of thena sub for Rockland, made a 40-yard
be read with deep interest, conveying pretty field participating in medal j opponents five errors.
run after receiving a punt but just as
as it does the assurance that the now play handicap, of good size consider- The second game was a closely and
he was about to score he was tackled
abandoned and unsightly waterfront ing the fact that some of the stand- 1 bitterly fought contest, both teams
hard and lost the ball which was re
bys
were
absent
from
the
city.
For
striving
to
win
the
game
which
was
properties are to be transformed,
covered by Snowman, the Rockland
the second time Walter C. Ladd's 1 to decide the 12 inning deadlock they
guard. A few1 seconds later, however,
under the hands of the most noted net 70 took home the bacon, L. E. I played Labor Day.
Waldoboro
the half ended.
landscape artist of the day, into a McRae's 71 giving him a close run, I scored its lone run in the first frame
The third period saw no scoring,
on
a
base
hit,
a
base
on
balls,
a
sac

thing of beauty. The natural situa with Arthur Lamb and E. L. Toner
both teams relying on an exchange of
rifice
and
a
wild
pitch.
They
could
tion of Rockport gives itself admir splitting third prize with 70's. The
fruits. Tlie big attraction of this
do nothing thereafter as “Chummy"
period was the punting of Dunton,
ably to this form of improvement. scores:
the Rockland end.
-»
c Ladd .................................. 86—16—70 Gray pitching sensationally turned
M
me. SCHUMANN-HEINK
The visitor approaching the town is w.
L. E. McRae ............................... 86—15—71 them down strike out after strike
In the fourth period Rockland had
World's Best Beloved Prims Donna Will Be
struck by its suggestion of the pic £• r Lamb
................. oaZoaZ?? out- 22 before the contest was over.
possession of the ball the greater part
Exclusive Guest Artist of k
95—21—74 In the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh
of the time. Gay scored the second
turesque. recalling to the traveler H. a. Bviffum '
ENNA JETTICK MELODIES
H
F. Ross
85—10—75 and eighth innings Gray struck out
touchdown of the game for Rockland,
National Radio Broadcast
scenes encountered in the old world. z.
M. Dwlnal
........................ 95—20—75 tbree men jn each inning not allow- _
on a 10-yard off tackle play.
L Brewster ........................... 97—22—75
EVERY SUNDAY EVENING
When to this natural setting the J.
The stars for Skowhegan were:
A. C. Jones .................................. . 89—13—76 ing a hit. In the ninth inning with ‘
Through 1910
artist gives his touch of embellish A. W. Foss ................................... 97—20—77 two men out, trailing 1 to 0 and theJ
Tower and Hall while the bright
F. C. Dyer ..................................... 92—14—78
lights for Rockland were Gay, Flana
ment. the result is certain to be some M P. Chandler ........................... 96—18—78 game seeming hopelessy lost GrayTHE NEWEST
E K Leighton ........................... 96—18—78 walked and by speedy base running
gan. Dunton and Hooper.
thing notable. Already it is known Albert
Emery ............................... 92 12—8OI crqssed the plate on Annis' single
The score:
what marvelous things Mrs. Bok is
tying the game. The Pirates won
Rockland (12)—Dunton, le. Larra
Enna
Jettick
bringing to pass in Camden. Now
PRICES TOO LOW
bee It. Snowman lg. Bicknell. Haskell
I 'out In the tenth when again with
c. Aylward. Moulaison rg, Glover rt.
two men out Tripp worked Benner
that the sister town of Rockport is
Sh oes are Here!
Mazzeo, Connon re, Gav qb. Flanagan
also to become the object of her National Survey Shows Re for a pass, went second on Ca.
Ih. Knowlton, Hooper rb, Duncan fb.
Mosher's single and scored when
taste and munificence, that section of
Skowhegan (0)—Page re. Dore rt.
markable Condition
In Polland trying to nip him off second
WWAWAV Perry
our Knox County coast will be mad?
rg. Stinchfield, Llpman c, Towpr
threw to center field. Jack Benner
Furniture
lg, Beauford It, Ready. Bennett le,
famous as the rarest and most engag
also pitched a tight game for the
Hall qb, Demo rh, Provtncal lh,
losers. The score:
ing beauty spot in Maine.
Now is the time to buy furniture
Butler fb.
Rockville
Touchdowns made by Knowlton,
ab r bh po a e
and other home furnishings. The
Gay. Umpire. Wilson. Referee, Gor
The allusion to that fine old sea buying public u factag an opportunlty G. Starr, c ........... 4 119
5 2
man. Head linesman, McNeil. Time
song of a vanished period has evoked seldonl seen
recent year#
thfi Helien, If ............ 2 1 0 2 0 0
8 in and 10 m periods.
4 112 11
considerable interest, several readers merchandising of a staple line of A. Starr, ss .......
Lofman, p ...... 4 0 0 0 0 0
noting the fact that they have in manufactured goods. The reasons for E.
N. Lofman, 2b ...... 2 0 0 2 1 0
TENANTS HARBOR
their possession copies of the words buying now ar® because prices are at Gardner, rf ......... 4 0 1 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Osborn arrived
lowest Ievels they have been since
and music of the song, A neatlv■ the
Friday from Portsmouth. N. H.. where
before the war and because many M. Starr, cf ......... 3 0 0 1 0 1
they have had employment at Hotel
typed manuscript of the words, for things indicate the bottom has been Salinen. 3b ........... 4 0 1110
Hall,
lb
................
4
0
0
7
0
1
Wentworth.
which we are indebted to Miss Alice reached.
AT THE BROOK. ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Maxwell
Genn of 8 Fogg street, furnishes Furniture prices are extremely low
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
31 3 4 24 8 5
and daughter were guests of Mrs.
and
the
results
should
be
seen
in
PROMPTLY
tes
excuse for their reproduction in this increased sales. Prices cannot go
Bertha Maxwell Saturday.
ab r bh PO a e
Harry Patterson is having his wood
column, where they may serve to lower without uprooting the economic
2 0 0 0 0 0
shed repaired, the work being done
recall out of concert programs of the structure in the furniture business, Arey, rf
STRAND
THEATRE
1 1 0 0 0 0
by Weston Rivers and William Watts. [
past the thrill that was never want- Tlie boll0111 tn prices has been reached
2 0 0 4 6 0 Showing today and Wednesday the
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. St. Clair were |
♦»,„ „„„„
as indicated by the fact that between Winchenbach. lb
4 1 0 16 1 1 four Marx Brothers In "Animal dinner guests Thursday at the home
ing to the song when a real tenor and
and 500 manufacturers have been
of Mrs. Frank Pullen.
a real bass gave presentation of it. i forced to the wall by the low prices Freeman, ss ......... 4 0 2 0 2 0 Crackers."
4 0 1 3 3 0 More than 100 fashionably gowned
Mr. and Mrs. William Howard of
For the benefit of some who may like ' and small buying. They know prices Ca. Mosher, 2b
4 1 1 0 3 1 women appear as guests in the night Lewiston and Miss Helen Stevens of
H. Gardner, 3b
In their minds to recall the music of are t0° 'ow2 1 0 2 1 1 club scenes of "Man Trouble,” the Bath spent the weekend with Mrs.
Fifield. If .....
t»c c.„p»,uo„
cSJ X4STS Annis, cf .....
3 1 1 1 1 1 Fox Movietone all talking drama Bert Osborn.
which comes for Thursday and Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Williams spent
they are repeated in the song:
prices of home furnishings was based Perry, p ................ —3 —0 0 ——1 2 —0 day. The gowns which they wear are
the weekend with Mrs. Catherine
At dreary midnight's cheerless hour.
on information compiled by the gov
29 5 5 27 19 4 the latest creations of Hollywoeds Simmons in Rockland.
Deserted e'en by Cynthia’s beams.
ernment. by the National Retail Fur
When tempests beat and torrents pour.
Capt. Charles Holbrook arrived
0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0—3 most famed designer, and have alRockville
......
0
niture
Association
and
by
the
Na

And twinkling stars no longer gleam;
realy been copied by many smart and
The wearied sailor, spent with toil.
tional Association of Furniture Pirates ........... 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 X--5 exclusive modistes. During these de Saturday to spend a week at his cot
tage on his return trip to Somerville,
Two base hit. Freeman. Three
Clings firmly to the weather shrouds
Manufacturers. Surveys conducted
lightful sequences Dorothy Mackaill Mass. He will be accompanied by
And still the lengthened hour to guile.
base
hit,
H.
Gardner.
Sacrifice
hit,
throughout
the
country
by
the
two
And still the lengthened hour to guile.
and Sharon Lynn, who enact the fea
Sings as he views the gath'rlng clouds.
national furniture associations showed Salinen. Double plays. Perry. Win tured feminine roles, each sing two Mrs. Holbrook who has spent the
Sings as he views the gath'rlng clouds.
chenbach and Cl. Mosher; Fifield and songs, composed especially for the summer here.
that
wholesale
prices
have
been
de

"Larboard Watch, ahoy! Larboard Watch
Mr. Troop is building new steps in
creasing since 1920 and that the pub Ca. Mosher. Struck out, by Perry 6, picture and for these two artists by
ahoy!"
lic has been paying correspondingly by Lofman 9. Bases on balls, off James Hanley and Joseph McCarthy. front of his residence.
Refrain
Richard Peterson and family of
Perry 1, off Lofman 3. Hit by Milton Sills and Kenneth Mae' lower prices.
But who can speak the joy he feels
While o'er the foam his vessel reels,
Between 1915 and 1920. when the pitcher. G. Starr. Helien 2. M. Starr Kenna play the leading masculine Auburn were weekend guests of Mrs.
Sewell Wagle.
And his tir'd eyelids slumb'ring fall.
peak was reached, prices had in Cl. Mosher.
parts. The adaptation was made
He rouses at the welcome call
Mrs. Willis Wilson, Mrs. Albert
Pirates
Of "Larboard Watch, ahov! Larboard creased steadily and since the peak
from Ben Ames Williams’ "A Very Slingsby
and Mrs. Charles Wall are
ab r bh po a e Practical Joke,” a widely read maga
Watch,
: year they have been on the decrease
Larboard Watch, Larboard Watch, ahoy!” steadily.
.5010 0 0 zine story. It deals with the love of being employed by Bert Osborn.
Miss Jeannette Murphy is employed
4 0 2 2 3 0 two men fpr one woman and the
With anxious care he eyes each wave.
The following from the Chicago
That swelling, threatens to o'erwhelm.
4 1 1 24 2 0 struggle does not end until the hand at W. E. Sheerer's drug store.
Tribune shows the trend of the Tripp, c .
And his storm beaten bark to save
"Drift Inn” last Tuesday evening
.5013 0 1 of fate reaches out and permits
Ca. Moshe:
times:
Directs with skill the faithful helm
With Joys he drinks the cheering grog.
.5 0 0 0 0 0 genuine love to win over menacing '.vas a scene of much merriment when
Autio, cf
“
Newlyweds,
will-be
weds
and
'Mid storms that bellow loud and hoarse.
j 24 members of the Baptist Church
4 0 11 0 0 influences.—adv.
women generally will be pleased to Starr. 3b
With Joy he heaves the reeling log.
sewing circle motored down in Smal
.3100 1 0
learn of the results of a survey made Gray, p
With Joy he heaves the reeling log.
ley's truck, and were delightfully enAnd marks the leeway and the course.
.4 0 3 0 0 0
Annis. If
in
Chicago
by
the
United
States
Bu

And marks the leeway and the course.
trtained at the Inn. Three of the
0
0
.3
0
0
0
Raye,
rf
reau
of
Labor.
The
government
Larboard Watch, ahoy! Larboard Watch
members, Junetta Kalloch, the genial
ahoy!"
found that as a reuilt of recent reproprietor of the Inn. Mildred Slings
37 2 9 30 6 1
We should also acknowledge a copy Auctions put into TO
Fffect at Chicago
by and Mabel Wilson were hostesses
oboro
Meal Tickets are at last available
of the words and music; sent by Miss ?tal1 stores a home may be furnlshcd
J
for
ab r bh po a e at the Park Street Cafe & Sea for the afternoon and evening. Pegity
for lPRR
less than
than at
at anv
any timp
time in
in 19
12 vonre
years, ”
Corbett, the city matron.
..4110 1 0 Grill. They will save you 10" 'on and 63 were the games indulged In
j Here is ,one of the Chicago News Collamore, rf
for the afternoon recreation. At the
.4 0 0 6 0 0 your meals.
j series:
Boggs, lb
usual hour a delicious chicken din
0
.3010
4
J.
Benner,
p
"Today,
as
never
before,
good
fur

One way and another each indi
ner with all the flxin's was served.
BUY A MEAL TICKET
.4 0 0 6 1 0
niture
is
within
the
reach
of
every
Kemp,
2b
......
Every one knows the Inn's good repu
vidual of us has got to see his cor family. Prices are back to pre-war Jackson, If ....
..3 0 0 0 0 0
tation and the great hospitality al
poreal existence come to a conclusion, I levels—in many cases below actual
PARK STREET CAFE
.0 0 0 0 0 0
ways received there, and the opinion
0
0
.4013
but what pleasure a man can find in production costs. This is your ideal
was also unanimously voiced that
& SEA GRILL
.10 0 1 1 0
hastening that consummation by stunt i opportunity to give your home the
“Mil" and “Mabe’’ should establish
MANLEY
T.
PERRY,
Prop.
.10
0
0
0
0
Hoffses, ss ...
themselves in the tea-room business.
Jumping^ from a Pr.dgr ...
.. 3 0 1 13 1 1
Polland, c ...
and thirteen feet high is impossible , up again. Quality furniture at pres- ’ Benner
..1000 0 0
for the less adventurous to under- ent levels offers a real investment Genthner, 3b
.4 0 0 1 1 0
stand.
that will bring years of satisfaction.
31 1 4 30 9 1
'Batted for Morse in ninth,
FRIENDSHIP
The multiplied words of approval
tBatted for Jackson in ninth.
that come to this paper in connection j Mr. and Mrs. John
. T .... . ,, _ .
Mitchell, Robert Pirates ....... 000000001 1—2
with its new dress of type are gratify-1 Mitchell, Miss Mildred Mitchell and Waldoboro ... 100000000 0—1
Two base hit, Crowell. Double
ing. The universal opinion is that W. H. Allen motored to Bar Harbor
plays. Tripp, Cl. Mosher and Tripp;
the improvement in the readableness Friday.
Glaring headlights are unlawful—and headlights
Tripp. Cl. Mosher and Ca. Mosher.
of the columns cartnot be too highly . Misa Mary Gay spent the weekend Sacrifice hit. Benner. Struck out bythat don’t give vou proper road illumination may cause
J in Portland.
commended. As Andy says, That s :
ancj Mrs. g a. Steele and son Benner 13. by Gray 22. Bases on
accidents and do increase the strain of night driving.
good."
\ of Thomaston are visiting Mr. and balls, off Benner 4, off Gray 5. Hit
Don’t blame your headlights—you’ll he surprised
by Pitcher, Raye.
___________
Mi's. Elmer Prior.
at the excellent service they wilPgive you if you’ll let us
Quite unusual to those regions arc D1Thyc wil’ be n° Pictourea a‘ the
Playhouse Wednesday, Sept. 24, on
adjust them for you occasionally.
the equinoctial gales with which Great account of Union Fair.
Why not drive in today and try onr
Britain and the coasts of France have , Miss Mildred Mitohell returned to
in recent weeks been visited. It is Portland Sunday after spending her
not alone the-shores of Florida that vacat2,on with relatives in Thomaston
and Friendship.,
are victims of these storms that come Dr and Mrs w H Hahn returned
PARK THEATRE
TOE WEAVER WAV
out of the bosom of old ocean.
from Portland Saturday.
NEXT WtEK
___________ .
j Mervyn Allen of Boston visited his
With our new Weaver Headlight Tester we test,
Always there are new generations father W. H. Allen recently.
focus and aim your lights with scientific accuracy to con
asking the old questions and needing ISPent 0,6 Weekend
form with the law and to give the best possible road
to be informed. That is why “State 1 '"m,0 and Mrs. L. C. McElwee enterillumination. This new equipment enables us to do tne
of Maine" comes in for recurrent i tained friends from Boston over the
job in a few minutes, while you wait, in daylight—at a
explanation, such as lately has been weekend.
very moderate charge.
....
, of, I Mrg
Mr. Frpd
and Mrs.
Myron
Hahn,
and
given to it, with
the usual, rounds
Cq1so
> and
MissMr.Flora
the press. That admirable western: Colson of Rockland visited Dr. and I
AT FOODLANP_______
paper, the Minneapolis Journal, com- f Mrs. Hahn Sunday.
ments upon the matter thus:
Kenneth Murphy of Vineyard
u
Haven
visited relatives in town reBack In the heyday of lumber in Min.7
nesota there were many citizens here ccntly.
2414 Pound Bag
•who had been linked with the lumber
Crosby Prior has purchased for
industry ill Maine Many of their fami-1 nccunancv the house at the corner
lies arc still represented here. It was1, , 1
,
umh™. a xin,™ and
Fancy Native
their invariable manner of speech to say ktst owned by Wilbur A. Morse and
that they came, not from Maine, but occupied by Stacey Simmons,
from the State of Maine." and other
jjr and Mrs G T. Brow and son
^reU^t: rXenVorthtehi»cXys Bernard motored to China Sunday,
specification, which the Portland Express
Capt. Josiah Poland and Stanley
has lately given. for the benefit of all poiand went to Portland in the
who like to know their American provln- '
,
lnhstpi-x for TreBuffet Size
clallsms. There Maine folk say. State smack Thelma, vth loosteis ior ire
of Maine" because their forefathers fethern's last week.
were rebels. Insurgents non-conformists.
Flank Booth of Boston spent the
proud of their distinction from other
„r, inhn Mitchell's
governmental adherents. They had gone weekend at Mrs. John MltcneilS.
of Frgit in Regular 10c
to Maine from Massachusetts bp'"'use
Miss Evie Teel of Bremen is em - The Finest
Cans. Save For Winter
they did not like the way the Whigs ployed at Burnham & Morrill's clam

$
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SAUNTERINGS

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
ENROLL NOW

' WA ic«4A«ec.^sfe

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

Nbw

CIEADLltiillT SERVECE

SPECIALS

Wednesday Forenoon

Pillsbury’s Flour 85c

Frying Chicken lb 29c
Peaches Pears Prunes
6 cans 25c

were tunning Massachusetts. They were
Democrats themselves, and their mlgratimi was to a region of their own. And
when thee proud insurgents formed a
Statu. and wrote its constitution, a
dPCii ' ■ more than a century ago, they
specified the title of that State.
"Wi- Ibe people.' they declared, "do
agree ' ’ fo-m ourselvc into a free e«d
independent State by the style and title
oi
.u.ve oi niauie
TIL.; specification Itself had a reason
behind It. That reason was that Massa
chusetts called itself a Commonwealth
And hud not the people of the State of
Maine asserted their Independence of
that Commonwealth? Nothing that

-1

L

/qPtnrv

____________________________ —

-----

Massachusetts did suited the people of
free and independent Maine. They said
s0 by u constitutional Implication.
Minnesota like other Western States,
owes some of its finest qualities. Its most
forceful activities. Its noblest institu
tions. to the contributions made by men
and women who came here from these
xStates to share in building a new State.
We may humor their preferences, when
we acknowledge their special nomencla
ture ’State of Maine’’ and “Common
wealth of Massachusetts.’’

Coffee, lb.,

37c

Seal Brand
REMEMBER, WEDNESDAY
FORENOON ONLY
We Close At Noon, Going to Union
Fair

PERRY’S MARKET

Service while you wait—at a very moderate charge

NILO’S GARAGE

PARK THEATRE
NEXT WEEK

MAIN

WALK-OVER

IF YOUR feet trouble you.. .
Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles ...
again ... Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.

x

ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

McLAIN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 7

At The Brook
36Ttf

TEL. 994 or 990-M
113-119

LENA K. SARGENT

•Re*. U. S. Pat. Off.

Movax/iMn otViSiuN

<7'your'

NATION-WIDE
GROCER^

McLain Shoe Store

10% Discount

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

SERVKT GRQQItS

SERVES YOUR,
APPETITE
i

a^idU

YOUFL
/
BANK ACCOUNT '
BUILDS

WEEK ol SEPTEMBER 2Ind to SEPTEMBER 27th

CRISCO » X5C

THREE

PURE

For Frying, Shortening or Caie Making

LOYAL DRIED BEEF
S-Oz. Jar
25'
California Peaches
Large Can IT

CROW
2-Oz. Bottle

THREE

Whole
Mixed
Hoffecker’s Tonatoes
SPICE
L-Lb.
No. 2 Cans zr
Pkgs. Z5‘
Kellogg’s KaSfte Hag MUSTARD
THREE 2
Cans
Pound 59
Z5
Good Luck Jar lubbers

J *>•“” ZS

H*Lb. Can
|C

CROW

Aeroxon Fly Coils
4r~lOc
PINEAPPLE
PARIDISE ISLE
SLICED

GOOD LUCK

No. 2 Can

PACKED BY “JIM DOLE”

Gold Medal
CAKE

Lemon Pie Filling
3-Z51

3RILLO

Pk(. O

RANCHO BRAND
FLOUR
VIENNA SAUSAGE
eV; Z9'
J-Z5'
WASSOOKEAG
GELATINE
Fancy White Corn
Packages
Z«“-Z5C
Z5e
ALL FLAVORS

CRABMEAT -29'

TRADE AT A NATIONWIDE STORE. You know the owner

«
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T^LK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 24—Mcthvbvscc Club entertains fed

erated dubs of this district.
Sept. 27—(Football) Rockland High vs.
Gardiner High In Gardiner.
Oct. 4—(Football) Rockland High vs
crosby High (Belfast) at Community
Park.
Oet. 4—Knox Pomona Grange meets
with Medomak Valley Grange, Burkett
ville.

William Butman has entered Bur
dett’s Business College, Boston.

Albert McCarty is a member of the
entering class at Holy Cross. He
went to Worcester Saturday.
Herbert T. Powers, 60, of Fort Fairfield has been appointed to fill the
vacancy on the Superior Court bench.

The Woman’s Association of the
First Baptist Church meets at the
Weather This Week.
close of prayer meeting Tuesday eve
Weather outlook for the week in ning.
the North Atlantic States, mostly fair
weather, although showers are prob Almon B. Sullivan, a former Rock
able in north portion of North At land boy. has been elected com
lantic States about Tuesday and mander of the American Legion Post
rather general showers at end of in Augusta.
week. Temperature about normal
Monday and Tuesday; otherwise Dwight Virgin and father have
above normal.
taken the apartment at 95 Limerock
street and will occupy it as soon as
Penobscot View Grange holds its repairs are completed.
fair, Friday Nov. 7.
Dr. Walter P. Conley attended a
Cecil Winslow has Joined Swift & meeting of the Maine Association
Co.'s staff In Boston.
Optometrists in Houlton yesterday
and as president of the Association
Last week’s prizes at Carr’s bowling presided.
alleys: J. Babbitt, 127, J. Dobbins, 118;
S. Rogers, 112, Dudley, 105.
Frank Rokes began his annual two
weeks’ vacation from the George
Misses Hazel Keller and Helen La Hart store at The Highlands yester
Crosse are having their annual vaca day, the first week to include at
tions from the Fuller-Cobb-Davls tendance on Union Fair.
store.
The Knox County Teachers’ AssoDrs. J. F. and B. F. Burgess return cition is holding its annual conven
today from Houlton where they at tion at the Rockland High School
tended the Maine State Convention building today. The city capitulated
jof Optometry.
without a shot being fired.
Daylight time in the North Atlantic The Rockland High School grid
daylight saving zone will cease next iron exponents, fresh from their vic
Sunday, and then we will be on even tory in Skowhegan Saturday, will
footing with the radio again.
fare away in another direction the
Saturday—this time to Gardi
The 103d Infantry will have a coming
ner, where they will face strong oppo
rrunion at Hotel Westminster, Bos nents
in the Kennebec Valley outfit.
ton Tuesday night Oct. 7. Ex-members of the band are expected to re Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant’s
hearse so that “Hound Dog” can be Harbor invaded the tditorial sanctum
rendered as it ought to be.
yesterday bearing a twig from an
In Municipal Court Saturday E. apple tree, an end of which was
Kendrick was fined $10 and costs for proudly perched a cluster of blos
speeding. His car was in collision soms as pretty as any that the tree
with Georges Lewis' car at the corner could have borne In the month of
of Summer and Union streets, both May. It came from Sewall Wall’s
orchard at Tenant’s Harbor.
machines being badly dama^d.
That a sudden attack of heart
trouble might have caused George
Niles' drowning at Bangor recently
was the theory advanced in that city.
An article to that effect, stating also
that heart failure was prevalent in
the Niles family, was copied from a
Bangor newspaper. This is promptly
Before Judge- Miller this morning and emphatically denied by the
W. O. Fuller paid one dollar and costs mother of the victim, Mrs. Rose
on complaint of Officer Christoffersen Niles.
that he had driven his car past a red
light and failed to heed the officer's Many local citizens will avail them
selves of the opportunity Thursday
whistle.
and Friday of seeing Adelyn Bush
Numerous changes in the train nell and Marshall Bradford in "The
schedule are effective this week: Brat” at Watts hall, Thomaston.
Trains now arrive at 9.35 a. m., 1,40 There will be an excellent supporting
and 8.50 p. m., and depart at 7.45 a. cast. The story ls charming with
m. and 2.10 and 5.35 p. m. The gen rollicking humor throughout—a waif
eral change in the Maine Central from the slums suddenly transplant
schedule does not become effective ed into society's gilded halls with re
ujltil next Sunday.
sulting complications of humor and
heartache.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight W. Morr&W
are homeward bound from Mexico, Lieut. S. E. Willard has lately re
where Mr. Morrow has been stationed turned from Camp Perry where he
the past three years as ambassador attended the annual rifle shoot parti
from the United States The Morrow cipated in by 106 teams. There were
summer home at North Haven is now- 1800 entries in the President's match.
vacant, and it is regarded doubtful Lieut. Willard joined in the police
if the ex-ambassadm comes there this course, which he found very in
season, although this was his inten structive. The American police de
tion.
feated the Canadian Mounted Police
in their match. Washington. D. C.
Members of the Universalist parish , sent the largest delegation to Camp
attending the 102d annual session of Perry, 15 men.
the Maine Universalist Convention
at Portland this week are Rev. The annual alumni day of Bow
George H. Welch, Miss Mrgaret doin College will be observed on Nov.
Stahl, Mrs. W. L. Benner, Miss Alice 8, the same date as the BowdoinFuller, Mrs. Ambrose Mills, Mr. and Mainc football game. AU classes at
Mrs. Ralph Smith, Mrs. Eugene E. the college will be open for visits by
Stoddard. Mrs. George L. St. Clair alumni in the morning, the new
and Ralph Lewin.
memorial flagpole will be dedicated
and at noon there will be luncheons
All Educational Club members have for the men and women visitors. In
special invitations to be present and the afternoon, of course, the foot
help make a success of the first dis ball game will be the attraction and
trict Federation of Women’s Club it is probable that there will be a
meetings tomorrow morning and aft dance at night.
ernoon. It is the first chance for this
section to meet club sisters and state The very best talking picture yet
officers from distant parts of Main*, produced that is based on incidents
and no club woman will miss it unless of the World War. That is what they
she must. Six Educational Club say about "All Quiet On the Western
members have just returned from the Front,” that remarkable entertain
Rangeley annual meeting.
ment which ls coming to the Park
Theatre screen Monday. Tuesday and
Co-operating with the American Wednesday of next week. A story of
Legion committee on convention the war, it conveys the message of
cctiviti s in Boston during the Ameri peace, and running through It is a
can Legion week, officials of Eastern vein of humor, with Slim Summer
Steamship Lines have arranged a ville as the comedian. Among the
special low-rate excursion leaving stars In this great picture are John
ports in Maine Friday, Oct. 3, and Wray and Louis Wolhelm. As a mat
Saturday, Oct. 4. This will enable ter of fact the whole cast is made up
persons taking advantage of the of stars. The picture runs 2 hours. 11
excursion to be in Boston when Presi- minutes, and because of its length the
dent Hoover makes his address on evening shows will begin at 6 o’clock,
Monday, Oct. 6, and they will also be the second show starting at 8.30.
able to witness the great American
Legion parade on Tuesday. Oct. 7. It
Lively interest is being manifested
is believed that the parade will be the in the repetition of "The Old Pea
largest ever held in the United States. body Pew" by the same cast that
Legionnaires from all over the coun gave the charming play of Kate
try will march, representing their in Douglas Wiggin at Hope Corner in
dividual posts. Boston is arranging August, this time the production to
for the entertainment of visitors dur be given in the local Universalist
ing the entire period of this con Church, with Mrs. E. F. Glover as
vention and it is believed that with
this incentive and the special low rate chairman as before, Friday evening,
for the trip many residents of Maine Oct. 3. With this will be given the
sequel or companion play “Trouble
will arrange to take this excursion.
on Tory Hill,” written by Dr. Frank
Allen’s Taxi to Union Fair $1.50 round Oliver Hall, pastor of the Church of
trip. Tel. 6-12 Tenant’s Harbor.— the Divine Paternity of New TOrk.
Il3»ll*., The cast will Include: “Deacon
adv.
Miller,” Frank Tibbbetts; “James
The Rockland Commercial College Sawyer,” Eugene E. Stoddard; “Hi
las stenographers and bookkeepers ram Brewster,” Wilbur Senter, Jr.;
"Ephraim Sargent,” George L. St.
vailable for business offices—adv.
Clair; “Jeremiah Burbank,” Almon
113-115
B. Cooper. Joseph Emery is coach
ing.

Lakewood closes next Saturday
night. The closing b»Ul is "Laff That
Off.” The season will have lasted 18
weeks, marked by many admirable
productions. Knox County has pat
ronized this theatre very liberally
during the summer.

4

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

PARK THEATRE
NEXT WEEK

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will

bring almost instant relief?

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every homo. Sold only at .

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLANDr
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
78 cent*
SZtf

_

Richard Karl, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Karl, entertained 50 pupils
of the McLain School, 4th grade, at
the Karl cottage, Megunticook Lake,
Saturday, which despite the acci
dent near Rockland, proved to be one
of the jolliest gatherings In the social
life of the youngsters. Nine cys set
forth from the McLain building, the
children equipped with horns,
whistles and lusty lungs. The day
at the lake included picnic dinner,
with a Joyous weenie roast on th;
shore, swimming, boating, etc. The
last feature of the good time was the
three cheers given for Mr. Karl from
the children as they were lined up
to “count noses." Mr. and Mrs. Karl
were assisted by Mrs. George B.
Davis, Mrs. William Ellingwood and
Lieut. S. E. W. Willard. Richard's
teacher, Mrs. Harriet I/ifkln, was a
special guest for part of the after
noon.
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CUSHING

ST. GEORGE GRANGE

FAIR
WILEY’S CORNER

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1
SPECIAL FREE ATTRACTIONS
Dancing in the Evening—Clark’s Orchestra
SUPPER 5.00 TO 7.00 O’CLOCK

The Lions Club will not meet to
morrow because of Union Fair.

SOUTH WARREN

Rain is badly needed in this place;
many wells are dry and people are
hauling water from every available
source.
Mrs. E. K. Maloney and Mrs. M. J.
Maloney were in Thomaston Satur
day, Mr. and Mrs. Bion Whitney and
Miss Carleen Davis accompanied them
home and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. K. Maloney over the week
end.
Miss Pearl Langille, with two chil
dren of Dr. H. L. Elliot of Salem,
Mass., who have been at Montpelier
for the past few months are to re
turn to their home in Salem, Mass.,
this week.
Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey of Pleasant
Point is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
B. S. Geyer.
Miss Ella Maloney who has been
visiting relatives and friends in town
also Thomaston and Warren has re-,
turned to Portland for the winter.
Fred Olson has sold the Essex car
which he has had for a few years,
and purchased another of Rockland
parties.
John Olson and daughter Christina
were Sunday guests of his son Fred
and his family.
Mrs W. A. Young of Thomaston
entertanied a party of friends at
Saints Retreat Sunday, among whom
were Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney
and daughter Bernice, Warren
Knight, Gladys McClure, Mr. and
Mrs. Paquin of Thomaston, and Eli
Maloney.
Herbert Flint is driving a new Ford
sedan purchased at Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crouse and
son Bobby were at their farm Sunday.
Miss Jessie Smith has closed her
summer home and gone to Cam
bridge, Mass.
Hiram Ulmer of Rockland is in
town working for William Morse.
One of the outstanding events of
the season was the birthday surprise
party given to Mrs. D. L. Maloney
last Tuesday evening when about 14
of her friends invaded her home and
gave her a delightful surprise, a
pleasing program of harmonica music
and readings by McLellan Gilchrist
of Thomaston with piano accompani
ment by Arietta Maloney, also violin
music by Henry Teel, Miss Arietta
accompanist; two birthday cakes, one
made by Mrs. Nellie Benner, the
other by Miss Gena Truax, with ice
cream, were enjoyed. Mrs. Maloney
received several nice presents. The
party disbanded about midnight
after an evening long to be remem
bered.
Earl Coates of Thomaston, sealer
of weights and measures, with Bert
rand Copeland, were in town on
business one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton who
spend their summers at their farm
here are to return this week to their
home in Middleboro, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney are
in Medomak for an indefinite time.
They have charge of the boarding
house* in connection with the clam
factory there.
Harry Leavitt of Rutland, Vt., was
the guest of his mother, Mrs. W. R.
Beckett, the past week.
The reserve of the clam banks are
now being drawn upon daily for the
canning factories, some of the dig
gers getting many bushels every day.
Messrs. Peck, Andrew and Hubbell
of Woodbridge, Conn., who spent a
few days at Saints Retreat, have re
turned to their homes.

The cement highway was opened to
This morning’s radio bulletin traffic Tuesday.
brought good weather news for Uniorf" Frank Adams and son Kendall
Fair tomorrow.
made a trip to Solon Friday.
Miss Ruth Lcrmond has been
The Camden C.A.C. are giving an spending a week in Union with her
other of their popular dances Friday sister, Mrs. Marguerite Miller.
night.
Mr. and Mrs. James Packard of
Bangor were weekend guests at L. R.
Patrons of Union Fair may fly to Bucklin's.
their hearts content. Pilot Tanguay A very successful old fashioned
will be there for the Curtiss-Wright, dance was held in the hall Saturday
flying service.
evening. Another will be held next
Herbert Curtis who recently bought Saturday.
Creigton accompanied his
the Anderson house on Pine street is S. H. Capt.
James Creighton of
making extensive alterations and re brother
on a motor trip last week
pairs and greatly improving the Thomaston
extending into Canada where they
property.
visited many cities of historical in
Brown-tail mftth poisoning wrought terest.
Miss Muriel Middleton and Miss
serious consequences upon Mrs. Eugenie
Vergnes were callers Satur
Minnie Miles who is confined to her day at Rose
’s enroute from
home on Ocean street temporarily Nova Scotia Marshall
to Boston to resume
unable to see with either eye.
their duties as teachers In the schools
John Taylor, general secretary of there.
the Camden Y.M.C.A. was elected Mrs. Bertha Jordan last week visit
president of the Employed Officers' ed her sister, Mrs. Henry Jones in
Association of Maine at its annual, Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Jordan were
convention in Portland Saturday,
weekend guests of their son Rodney
Superior Gas and Oil Co. is the Jordan in Thomaston.
name of the new partnership formed John Sherman and family who
yesterday to handle Shell gasoline and have been occupying the Nathan
products. R. E. and E. H. Philbrick Copeland house while the State road
are the partners and their headquar was under construction, have re
turned to their home In Vassalboro.
ters will be at Sea View Garage.
When the ladles of Good Will
The Spanish War Comrades will Grange decided to celebrate the
give a supper in Legion hall Wednes birthdays of all members born in
day at 6.30 to which the auxiliary September these Were found to have
members are invited. The business entered, the world In that month:
meeting of the auxiliary will be held | Annie Page, Martha Kelloch, Laura
Copeland and Olive Fales; also Mas
at 7.30.
ter Lloyd Maxey. The arrangements
A telegram "ead Sunday morning were placed in the capable hands of
from the pulpit of the First Baptist a committee consisting of Mina Rines,
Church announced the death, Sat- ] Rosa Cutting and Mabel Mills. These
urday, at her home in Brookline, ladles accordingly left the circle meet
Mass, of Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes, a ing last Thursday afternoon and re
native of Matinicus and well known paired to the kitchen and all being
in this city. Further obituary men adepts in the culinary arts proceeded
behind locked doors to prepare a
tion will be made.
feast that would delight the heart of
The regular meeting of Edwin Libby an epicure. At the call to the dining
Relief Corps will take place Thurs room all exclaimed at the beauty of
day with supper at 6 o’clock, Mrs. the tables, adorned with cut flowers
Elizabeth Barton, chairman. There and groaning under their weight of
will be a meeting in the evening at good things. Three beautiful birth
which all officers are asked to be day cakes, one made by Mabel Jor
dan, one by Olive Fales and one.by
present for rehearsal.
Doris Maxey, adorned the table of
Mrs. Mary E. Messer Is feeling badly the guests of honor. Fresh straw
at the loss last week of her beautiful berries picked from the vines that
black and white shaggy cat “Laddie.” day were furnished by Sarah Foster
which died from the effects of the dis of Thomaston. After dinner speeches
PLEASANT POINT
temper with which so many cats have I were in order with L. R. Bucklin as
been afflicted recently. He had manv toastmaster, followed by O. A. Cope
cunning ways and the cat could al- [ land, Leslie Copeland and Jesse Mills. Mr. and Mrs. G. Morris Haag and
most talk, and seemed to know what ' These speeches caused much merri infant son Carl Webster Jr., who
ment as all were quite personal. [have been spending their vacation
was said to him.
October w’ill see more birthdays to at Rockfield cotage left Saturday for
At Union yesterday there was a pa celebrate. The Grange meeting was i their home in Winter Hill, Mass.
rade of which no mention had been well attended and interesting. W. M. | Mr. and Mrs. Ansel M. Hilt of War
made by the North Knox Fair sched Carl Gray and Mrs. Gray of White ren spent Sunday at A. W. Maloney’s.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wellington Smith
ule. Deputy Sheriff Ludwick was Oak Grange were present.
have closed their cottage and left
master of ceremonies, acting as escort
Monday for their home in New York.
for a large band of gypsies which
GEORGE ELMER NILES
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dwyer of Mar
had expected to thrive at Union dur
ing fair week. The residents of Ro Capt. George E. Niles who met his tinsville are visiting her sister Mrs.
many were inclined to be sassy at death by accident in Bangor Sep* Fannie Morse.
first, but found they were barking up 13 was born in Rockland Aug. 1, 1905, Charles Bucklin is at his home here
son of Mr. and Mrs. Emery Niles. To for a short vacation.
the wrong tree.
f .llow the sea was his great ambition, Mrs. Grace Maloney spent Sunday
Legionnaires planning to attend the and at the age of 15 he received his with her sister Mrs. Oscar Williams
national convention in Boston should seaman’s papers which enabled him in Thomaston.
do these things: Secure identification to take charge of coastwise vessels. Miss Belle Orne, R. N. who has been
certificates if you are going by steam In 1926 Capt. Niles was connected spending her vacation at her home
boat or train, in order to obtain re with the Blackstone Valley Trans here has returned to Portland.
duced rates; be sure you have regis portation Co. and later was trans Burt Carter has returned from a
tered, as national headquarters asks ferred to the Hudson River Day Line. visit in Boston.
all to register before going to Bos At the time of his death hi was cap Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne have
closed their cottage and left Tuesday
ton; be sure you are equipped with tain of the barge Meadows No. 2.
the official Post uniform—blue cap, Capt. Niles was also employed by by train for their home in New York..
blue sweater, black bow tie, blue pan the Nassau Bottling Works six years Mrs. R. E. Stevens has been suffer
leaving only to return to the sea. He ing with mumps the past week.
taloons and black shoes.
was a faithful worker and a loyal Sunday visitors at F. A. Flinton's
Miss Eliza Steele told the Forty friend, generous to a fault and will were Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton. Mr.
Club yesterday of her work as Red be missed by all who knew him. He and Mrs. Brackett and son Robert.
Cross nurse in Rockland, touching is survived by his parents, and three Mr. Bergen and Mrs. Alice Rick, all
Rockland.
upon the history of the great brothers, Harold, Pearl and Charles, ofCapt.
L. O. Young who has been
humanitarian organization of which I all of Rockland. Funeral services
away on a yacht during the summer
she is a part. Miss Steele considered were held Friday afternoon from the months,
arrived home Thursday.
the local efforts in its practical Burpee parlors. Rev. L. G. Perry offi A. W. Omc
A. W. Maloney were
aspects of bedside nursing, school j ciating. Interment was at Sea View guests of R. and
E. Dunn of Thomaston
instruction and social service. She | cemetery.
i Sunday. They all motored to Bing
complimented the club on its fine
ham with Loring Orff at the wheel.
cooperation of the past and the club
approved her work as evidenced by
APPLETON RIDGE
generous applause^
Supper will be served at 6.30 at Pe
nobscot View Grange next Thursday
evening. The program will be about
the State of Maine and will consist
of the following: Roll Call, Why I am
glad I live in the State of Maine;
reading by Florence Philbrook; his
tory of Maine, Judge Miller; Indus
tries of Maine, by two members;
singing by Grange; agriculture of
Maine by Frank H. Ingraham; Noted
men and women of Maine, by Gladys
Seavey; and also other readings and
special feature.

"A tooth for a tooth” was the an
cient idea of justice, but it would take
a few thousand ordinary teeth to
equal the one brought to The Cou
rier-Gazette office yesterday by Ami
Berry of 20 Prospect street. He had
just received it by parcel post from a
cousin in Alaska where it was turned
UP last winter in an excavation some
40 feet below the surface, along with
other Pleistocene deposits. The speci
men has been identified as one of
the grinding teeth of a mastodon, a
prehistoric monster about three
times as large as an elephant. The
tooth weighs eight pounds, and dif
fers from teeth of elephants or mam
moths in having high conical cusps
or parallel ridges with little or no
cement in the Interspaces. It cer
tainly looks more like an Implement
for crushing rock than toying with a
cent’s worth of spearmint and as for
a tooth brush—page the crossing
sweepers I

Stylish Shoes
for

FALL

In new shades and patterns
And They Wear

$4.50

$6.00

McLain’s Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

T. E. Gushee and son Stephen of
Camden were recent dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
Supper guests at L. N. Moody's
Wednesday evening were Ruth
Moody, Alma Seavev and Harold
Baker, students at Rockland Com
mercial College.
Only a few from this section were
In attendance at Montville fair.
The Freshman reception held at
the Grange building Friday evening
was well attended and a good time
enjoyed. A supper was provided for
the whole school. The Freshmen
Ruth Mitchell, Susie Edgecomb,
Charles Ward, Vera Collins and
Gladys Philbrook were put through
various stunts which caused much
laughter.
William Bragg and Fannie Ander
son of Waterbury. Conn., are guests
at Maynard Brown's.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Ricker of Au
gusta and Albert Trask of Concord,
N. H. were recent callers at Leroy
Moody’s.
Mrs. Blanche Brown, Mrs. Addle
Robbins, William Bragg, Fannie An
derson and Mrs. Ethel Towle were in
Belfast Friday.

NOTICE!
Mrs. L. F. Benner is no longer mak
ing doughnuts for M. B. & C. O.
Perry, and will take orders at her
home—34 PLEASANT STREET, TEL.
177-R. Delivered If desired. 112-114

Make of Car

Year

Mile-a-Minute Marty says««
My picture and this ad is worth from $2.00 to 5.00 on a Delco Battery. If
you are going to need one this winter take my picture to the Sea View Ga
rage within the next 30 days.
Standard 13 Plate. This ad and $8.00
Standard 15 Plate. This ad and 12.00

Standard 17 Plate. This ad and 18.50
Dodge 12 Volt. This ad and
13.50

Don’t forget, the Sea View is equipped to service all makes of Batteries

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
DANCE
FRIDAY, SEPT. 26
Camden Opera House
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Admission: Men 50c; Ladies 25c
114-115

SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY FORENOON
AT FOODLAND

BORN
QUINN—At Camden. Sept. 14. to Mr and
Mrs. Edward Qillnn of Eagle, a son.

MARRIED
WILLEY-BURNS—At Rockland. Sept. 20.
by Rev. H. R Wlnchcnbaugh. Alforest
Willey of Bremen and Olive M. Burns
of Waldoboro.
SNOW - RICHARDSON — At Rockland,
Sept 20, at the Congregational Church,
by Rev W. S. Rounds. Sidney F Snow
of Boston and Miss Marian Richardson
of Rockland.

Pillsbury’s Flour
24,/2 Pound Bag

FANCY NATIVE

Frying Chickens lb 29c

DIED
RHODES—At Brookline. Mass.. Sept. 20.
Jennie P. (Young), wife of Leonard H.
Rhodes and native of Matinicus. aged
65 years. 10 months. 23 days. Funeral
today at the Brookline home.
ROBERTSON—At Thomaston. Sept. 21.
Walter A. Robertson, aged 25 years. 4
months. 29 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 9 a. m.. from St. James Church.
COUNCE—At North Anson. Sept. 6.
Oliver W. Counce. a native of Warren,
aged 69 years.
ALLEN—At Lincolnville. Sept. 21. Dr.
Frank N. Allen, aged 70 years.
OLIVER—At Union. Sept 20. Evb L.,
wife of George Oliver, aged 45 yearB,
2 months. 29 days. Funeral today at
2 p. m.
MATSON—On St. Georges River. Sept. 20.
Walter Matson of St. George, aged 22
years.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness and sympa
thy during our recent bereavement, also
for the many beautiful floral offerings.
Mrs Eugenia Teel, Mrs. William Pease.
John Teel.
•
CARD OF THANKS

We -desire to express our sincere
thanks to all relatives and friends for
tlie kindly Interest shown us during our
recent Illness through letters, cards,
fruit, flowers or personal calls.
* Mrs. Clarence Ames, Sherman Ames
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to extend my sincere thanks to
my friends for their kindness in the
death of my son George E. Niles, for
beautiful flowers they sent and espe
cially Ralph Clark for hts kindness at
Bangor, and Mr. and Mrs. Abram Nye for
the use of their car.
Emery Niles
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our heartfelt |
thanks to the neighbors and friends who
were so kind and helpful to us during
the Illness and death of our beloved one;
also for the use of their cars and for the ,
beautiful floral tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Calderwood, Mrs.
Florence E. Lawson.
•
card oF Thanks
Appreciation and thanks are expressed
to all the neighbors and friends for the
many kindnesses shown during the
slcknCSfs and death of the late Edward
F. Lawrence, also for the beautiful floral
tributes.
The family of Edward F. Lawrence.
James H. Lawrence and family. Mrs.
Henry Leavitt.

PEACHES-PEARS-PRUNES
6 sS* cans 25c
The Finest of Fruit in Regular 10c Cans
Save For Winter

Coffee, Seal Brand lb 37c
REMEMBER WEDNESDAY FORENOON ONLY
We Close At Noon, Going To Union Fair

PERRY’S MARKET
Announcing!
A New County-wide Distribution Service of

FUEL OIL
by the

Geo. H. Thomas Fuel Co.
Telephone 370-11

CAMDEN

Telephone 370-11

N. B. The service is effective today, and this week
includes kitchen range oil only. Announcement will
be made in the immediate future of the furnace oil
service.
109-tf

gffifforh epery grave,
Memorials
Embody (acred memoriae. Thay
ara tha avidanca of loving
thoughtfulneee.

NILO’S
Annual Bargain!
It has been our annual custom each fall at this time
to give a very special bargain on Greasing, Washing,
etc. 1 his is nert
cut prices but is a special bargain
to revise our mailing list and get new names.

Skilled in tha craft of memorial
making, wa ara ready to aarva
yeur ovary need.

Wm. E. Doraan & Son,
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
!4Ttf

j

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture
If you have been waiting for
prices to reach bottom—come now
for ours are already there!
Tremendous Reductions on these
greatest values ever offered. Come
in—nose around and you will see
a lot. It will give you an idea
of the unbelievable value offered
here. We have a fine selection of
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Special Stoves, in fact everything
to make a home. We also carry
a complete line cf Store and
Office Furniture.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tilleon Ave.
Rockland

- ...

.........UftSItX

SEPT. 23 to OCT. 2
SPECIAL
GREASING.. .. .. .. . .................... $1.00
WASHING.. .. .. .. .......................... $1.00
if accompanied by coupon below Properly Filled In

NILO’S REPAIR SHOP
Please give my car the service marked—same to be a regular job,
for the price of Sl.OO—

Q GREASING

□

WASHING

Name of Owner.......

Address .....................

NILO’S REPAIR SHOP
Spring Street

Rockland

Tel. 121-W
114-115

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT'

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 23, 1930
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daughter are boarding with Mrs. Park, Mass., are visiting at the home
WARREN
Davis’ mother, Mrs. Miller, while of his mother Mrs. Carrie Clark and
Mrs. C. Frank Berry and daughter
It*s the Flavor that Counts
Mrs. Davis teaches at the village other relatives here.
Evelyn visited Mrs. Berry's cousin,
primary school.
Members of Fon-du-lac Chapter,
I Mrs. Georgia Ripley, at Bath last
Irma Winchenbach is attending O.E.S. to attend the school of in
week.
1M 5
school at Lincoln Academy.
: struction at Camden were Worthy
□ 7
1 2 5“ 1
A public reception will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Benner and Matron Ina Ludwig. Mrs. Nellie
the Baptist Church Tuesday eve
Crooker,
Miss
Marion
Mitchell,
two children and Mrs. Leola Benner
10
ning at 8 o’clock for Rev. and Mrs.
8
visited Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Prior in Edith Overlock, Mr. and Mrs.
H. M. Purrington.
Harvey
Moores,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
K.
Woolwich recently.
10
Mrs. Jesse Mills of Warren and
l4
12
I
E. A Burns has had a new chimney Ware.
Mrs. Lawrence Hahn o( Thomaston
Work
on
the
road
leading
past
the
built. Myron Neal doing the work.
spent Wednesday of last week with
AAV) lb
18
17
15
Mr and Mrs. Fred Collett have re- cemetery is progressing finely.
Mrs. Hahn's daughter, Mrs. Weston
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Winfield
Savage
are
turned tl their home in Vermont
Petrie of South Portland.
23
26
22
21
aft; spending two weeks' vacation coming from Gardner. Mass., to spend
The telephone line has been ex-1
a week at their home here.
\X\X
W)
here
tended to the residences of Clifford
27
2b
24
25
.Mrs
\nnie Delano and Mrs. Edward Prescott, L. P. Jones and
Spear and Clifford Overlock, the
Charles Collamore have gor.‘ to Ver Ralph Hibbert are shingling the
number
of
the
former
being
26-12,
“Fresh from the Gardens”
30
mont where they will visit their roof of Edith Overlock's barn.
29
of the latter 26-21.
Meetings of the O.E.S. opened with
□ 1 2ti
sister Mrs. Fred Collett for a week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Marshall
and
w!
Miss Araminta Hilton was a guest September and are well attended.
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
32
31
Miss Bertha Hunt motored to Attle802
Edith Overlock attended the Trinity
of Mi. - E. A. Burns last week.
W
i boro. Mass., Sunday, where they will
Mrs. Blanche Wallace and daugh Union at South Jefferson Sunday and
—1
j visit Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bridges
3b
37
5T
35
LI
ter Flora were at the home place reports a well attended and spirited
i
for
a
week.
session.
terment was made in Cummings’ |
two da; s last week.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs.
A.
T.
Norwood
entertained
46
MM
M2
Ml
M3
cemetery. The bearers were Alex
39
Miss Georgiana Winchenpaw held Miss Gladys Hibbert is housekeep
the South Hope Community Club at
ing
for
her
father
Alton
Hibbert.
Davidson.
Fred
Chilles.
Harry
Snow,
1
w
a family party on her 71st birthday
Friends of Robert Overlook are very Miss Celeste Carver left Monday Alex Christie and Henry Anderson. 1 her home Wednesday. A picnic
Mb
M7 i 43
anniversary Those present were Mr
45
sorry
to learn of his auto accident and for Lewiston where she will enter Those present from out of town were: ; lunch was enjoyed and in the after
and Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and
Bates
College.
noon
an
entertainment
furnished
by
painful injuries he sustained: and
William Kessell of New York and sis
50
51
52
daughter Elizabeth, Mr. and Mrs. •he glad
Mrs. Lawrence Wyatt ond sister ter Mrs. Frank Sellars of East Orange, the members.
to know he is on the gain.
I Ralph Winchenpaw. Mr. and Mrs. reOrmond
LAWRY
1
Miss
Ruth
Bickford
left
Friday
for
Thirteen members of the Girls’
Loomis is landing some big
N J., Mrs. Oscar Larson and son of
1
5b
55
The Burns family reunion met j Hill’old Winchenpaw and daughter
these days
Boston.
54
53
Club, their leader. Miss Adelaide
East
Weymouth,
Mass..
Stephen
Kes

— and Mrs. Gertrude Charles T
.S.
at the Burns Hahn cottage off the Barbara Ann
Ludwig
attended the ple Lester Mullen who has been the sell and Miss Doris Sylvester of Rock Holt, and Lewis Sawyer picnicked
guest of his parents. Mr. and Mrs land.
Forest Lake road Sept. 7. Thirty- Burns of South Waldoboro. Two
58
at Norton Pond. Camden, Saturday.
at Camden Wednesday.
57
L
lovely bouquets besides other gifts
Frank Mullen left Monday for Bos
eight people were present.
They played games, visited the fish
K Ware has a new car.
v
ere
presented
to
Miss
Winchenpaw.
t
|bO
ton.
Mrs. Josie Burns spent a few days
Fowl and chicken bought and sold. I hatchery on their return and went
59
Mrs. Ethel Delano spent a day reMrs. Fred K. Coombs ar.d niece Fowl or chicken dressed, 40c per lb. to the movies in the evening. Memlast week at Spruce Head.
WALDOBORO
ntly
with
Mrs.
Ralph
Benner
at
Callie
Payson,
left
Saturday
for
a
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Havener
D. Duncan. Phone 45-6.—adv.
! bers present were Vera Partridge,
1 Mrs. William Richards who I visit with relatives in North Haven,
and son spent the weekend with Mrs. South Waldoboro. Mrs. Benner is
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Mrs. Ruth Maloney and Mrs. ington called on her grandparents, | Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kuhn are on a i Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arey. son Rov invited. Much regret was felt that
27-Dutch peasants
Buton Hart left Saturday for a
55-A tyrant of
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J Russell Arey, Leah Arey and Mildred ent.
borhood two days last week.
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15- A sack
Everyone living on the state high White at Newton, Mass.
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34- An opening In wall
Mrs. Marcia Davis and small
60-Crowd
vocation
Mrs. AlfredStorer. Miss Marion turned fromtheir annual motor trip as the part that was thus
treated J and Mrs Fred Mank as honor guests, j
at South Union.
to admit light
20-To fetter
— Winnie
—■- —------- -- Mrs. ' through New _
.
earlier in the season. It is a blessing was much enjoyed Mrs. Fred Mank
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington Storer. *•*
Miss
Knowles,
England
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35- Hinders
22- A heron
w’ere Sunday callers on their parents, Frances Davis and Mrs. Sarah Lash Capt. and Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson. to motorists and housewives as well. w’h° is Past Grand Matron of Flori- I
37- Spcedy and careless
23- Lazy
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal and son da. fa'ored with remarks. Mrs. El- .
BAYER ASPIRIN Mr .and Mrs. M. E. Cunningham. were in Portland last week.
Mrs. Bert Lawry and Mr. and Mrs
action
1- Japanese coin
24- Revive
Miss Myrtle Cunningham and Miss Mrs. Henry P. Mason has been tn Harry L. Coombs visited Rockland Harold in company with Mr. and Mrs. !| bert Starrett and Miss Tena McCal38- A vegetable
2- A net fabrie
26- Descendant
Walter Tolman of Glencove motored I 'urn gave several readings, Mrs.
Melinda Cunningham spent a day Nobleboro the past week called by the Saturday.
3- Like an old wsman 40- Body of a ship
27- City N. W. France
Harold Drewett played three ^piano
is always SAFE recently in Jefferson with Mr. and death of her aunt Mrs. Bertha Rines. Mrs Abbie Doak of Belfast who has Sunday to Bingham.
41-Twirl
. 5-Scrve scantily
28-Attain
Mrs.' Geneva Collamore is working solos, and the trio. Mrs. Sherbourne
Mrs. George Ames.
Mr. and Mrs- Russell Cooney have been the guest of Mrs. J. T. Dicker.6-Assort
42- A nocturnal insect
30- Makcs love in low
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home.
George Thurston and William
|44-Check
j 7-Part of circle
tones
Harlow Brown sang "Springtime in
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS Coggan motored to Atkins. N. H„ turned with their family to Brook- Dr. and Mrs. Charles Fillebrown Women for a short time.
1 8-Depart
«
31- Rave
46-Ascended
Mrs. Emma Leach attended the the Rockies."
have returned to Belfast.
leaving Union at 10.30 a. m., arriv lyn, N. Y.
llO-Omits in writing
32- Shortly
,47-Tumult
Elmer
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returned
to
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Achorn
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returned
from
!
Mary
Neilson,
Enna
Vinal
and
ing at Atkins at 8.30 p. m., where Mr.
11- To remove the
34-Brush
50- Augments
Coggan spent a few days with Mr. the State Street Hospital. Portland. Celeste Carver spent Saturday at tion Convention in Thomaston last bury Friday.
skin of
36-T rim
Elmer E. Jameson accompanied by
Friday.
51- A sly glance <
Thurston. On their reurn to Union Mrs. Orrin Black and Mrs. Ernest CamD Merrie Macs, Shore Acres.
12- Supports
39-Shanks
Mrs. Philip Hughey. Mrs. Emma Elmer. Jr., and Josef Vinal motored
54-National Education
they embarked on a three day trip Black entertained the Susannah j Mrs. Edward Greenleaf and son
41-Boy's name (short) 13- Surial place of
Wesley Society at the Monday evening Edward Jr., returned Sunday from Leach and Mrs. Robert Heald leave to the White Mountains Friday.
Association (abbr.)
William the
to the White Mountains.
43-Entrap
this afternoon for Dover-Foxcroft They planned to climb Mt. Washing
Boston.
i56-A color
Conqueror
Miss Melinda Cunningham is mak meeting.
45-Organ of the body I
\
ing repairs on her home. George Floyd Benner ls employed In the planes from Curtiss-Wright flyinc where they will attend the annual ton while on their trip.
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Shuman of
Thurston‘s doing Vheu^rk. George P°stoffice during the vacation of the fleld were busv Saturday afternoon state convention of the W.C.T.U.
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will
meet
FriRockland
entertained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Knox
SS
—
Superior
Court.
Thurston has purchased three cot„rc Arthur
taking Up townsPp°P,e on five-mtarte
Vacation After May Term 1930. !
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sT
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott and nights at excursion rates. Thc av of this week with Mrs. J. F. Everett Cunningham and Mr. and
Eastern Furniture Co.
a E
E O
Mrs. F. L. Davis at their cottage at
vg.
May V. Truscott and Helen M. Dalton. I
Howard of Boston was in Ginn's Point Sunday.
' |n pfe
Trustee.
making calls.
Mr .and Mrs. Roy Spear of South And now on suggestion
to the Court
isiting accompanied by Max White. Cap
Tire Quarterly meeting of the Lin Portland and son Ivan spent the that
May V. Truscott the Defendant, at ‘
which he has spent at Sedgwick.
them for a week.
Wincapaw, the pilot was much coln Baptist Association will be held weekend as guests of Mr. and Mrs. the time of service of the writ, was not
Mrs. J. D. Thurston is spending a
an Inhabitant of this State, and had no
Miss Marion Welt has been passing
few weeks with her daughter Anne at I a few days with her sister Mrs. H. S. amused by the enthusiastic remarks in the West Rockport Baptist Church J. S. McDonald.
tenant, agent, or attorney within the
of
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Dr. H. H. Plumer and family went
notice ot said suit and attachment.
Miss Sadie Van Tassel, who has holm of Freeport, who were recent I Prevailing Power.’
day taking with them Mrs. Emma no
to Boston Friday to remain over the bpen the ?uest of Dr and Mrs T F
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Mr.
and
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Bucklin
1
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—
Devotional
.
Rev.
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Simpson
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Skowhegan
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ency
of this suit be given to the said
Uni .ESS you see the name Bayer w^£?en, ' . t
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Defendant, by publishing bn attested
1 M P A
her. way
home after a visit with Mr. copy
The Ladles Aid held
a pleasant
and Turner,
.
_ has returned to Blooms- returned home Friday.
and the word genuine on the package
_
.
_
_,
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—
Address
—
Bible
Study.
,,
of
this Order, together with an ab
Miss Annie O. Conant of Rocklrnti
’TklUrcdoV Qpnf 1ft
O OP
Rev. J. c. MacDonald and Mrs- Thomas Simpson.
stract of the Plaintiff's writ, three weeks
as pictured above you can nVver he Profitable i.-inntincr
meeting Thursday^Sept.
18 Mrs. Florence Waugh Danforth of i sthe guest of Mrs. Ella E. Ames
11 30—Quarterly Meeting Sermon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett accom successively In The Courler-Oazette. a
with Mrs. Mary Wallace. The Aid is Skowhegan is the guest of Mrs. Maude
E A s E
sure that you are taking the genuine to have a booth at the North Kncx
Rev. Leroy Campbell panied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Math newsoaper printed at Rockland ln
at the Ames farm, Calderwood's
5 T E r]
12.00—Dinner hour
the County of Kno^ the last publication
Clark Gay.
Bayer Aspirin that thousands of Fair.
Neck.
ews and Jenness Haskell recently to be not less than fourteen days be
Afternoon Session
James
and
John
Duane
of
Quincy,
Mrs. Marv A. Leadbetter. daugh 1.30—Devotional,
physicians prescribe in their daily
Rev. W. E Mesler made a trip to Portland where they fore the next term of this Court, to be
Rev. C. H. Selieer occupied the Mass., have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Offering
holden at Rockland, within and for the
ter Mrs. Ruth Beverage, Mrs. Har
practice.
pulpit of the M. E. Church last Sun J. N. Duane.
Rev. A. A. Walsh saw the Playland Miniature golf County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
riet
V.
Duncan
and
Mrs.
Lucy
Poole
course on Congress street. Later I of November 1930. that said Defendant
The name Bayer means genuine day.
2.30 Evangelistic Sermon.
with Walker Ames as chauffeur, 3.00— Address.
Rev. Clifford Peaslee they continued to Scarboro to the may then and there appear and answer ,
Miss Marion Ryan who spent the
I
Aspirin. It is your guarantee of
said suit. If she shall see cause.
NORTH HAVEN
motored from North Haven to this 5.30— Supper
airport where all the party except: to
purity—your protection against im summer with her randparents, Mr.
Evening Session
IL. S|
Devotional.
Mrs. H. H. Carlson Mr. Mathews took a ten minute ride
Attest:
itations. Millions of users have and Mrs. Pa’.mer Ryan, has returned Lewis Burgess who had the misfor- town on Wednesday ol last week, 7.00—
Special Music
to her home in Cambridge, Mass.
tune to seriously cut his foot ten While in town they enjoyed a pleas
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
over Old Orchard Beach in a Travelproved that it is safe.
Offering
(Abstract of Plaintiffs Writ),
days ago is able now to get about on ant call at the Ames farm, Calder 7.30—Sermon.
Rev. P. M Barton aire.
In
a
plea
of the rase, for that the
Genuine Bayer Aspirin promptly
wood's Neck.
crutches.
Adjournment
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis said Defendant at said Bangor, on the I
RAZORVILLE
The Ames farm has the distinction
relieves:
of the purchase of this Writ being I
Mr. and Mrs. Stone and Maxine
All those desiring entertainment started Saturday morning for a trip day
Irvin Hibbert who has spent his were in *Rockland
__ ~___ Saturday, returning of being the first place in this town over night, please notify Rev. P. C. through the White Mountains and a indebted to the Plaintiff ln the sum of I
Neuritis
Headaches
Two Hundred Slxty-four dollars and
vaca:
:on
with
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mother
Mrs.
Clara
g
unday
morning.
to serve as a landing field for an air
Colds
Neuralgia
Rockport. Quarterly meet week's visit with relatives at Taun Seventy-five cents, according to the Ac
Hibbert -eturned to Windsor, Vt. FriMr and Mrs pjoyd Duncan are On plane. The Kitty Hawk plane C Hughey.
count
annexed then and there, ln con
ing committee. Rev. Philip C. ton, Mass. Mrs. Henry Trone will sideration
Lumbago
Sore Throat
thereof, promised thc Plain
ac *
day, Mrs. Hibbert making the trip a
Massachusetts to visit their 9460 of the Airways, Inc.. Boston, and Hughey, Mrs. Lois P. Cassens.
Eifcstitute at the Malcolm earner tiff to pay It the same sum on demand.
Rheumatism
Toothache
with him as far as Malden, Mass.. daUg^t;er, a student in the Lowell piloted by Aviator Stanley Short with
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for
that
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said
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at
school during Mrs. Davis' absence.
2IMON K. HART
No harmful after-effects follow its when >he will stay with her daughter jjormai school. The trip is made in a mechanic made a stop at the Ames
heretofore, to wit. on the day
Karl Moody arrived from Albany, Rockland
of the purchase of this writ, being In
use. It does not depress the heart. Mrs. Kt irmann.
MONUMENTS
The pilots
the Sampson car. Mr. and Mrs. Frank farm on Sept. 19.
N. Y.. last week to spend a vacation debted to the Plaintiff ln one other sum
M . Lotta Jones visited Edith garnpson accompanying them.
motored to town for an overnight
Aspirin is the trade-mark of Bayr
Two Hundred Slxty-four and 75-100 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
with is parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. of
dollars, for goods before that time sold
recently.
I Ernest Jones, a student in Gordon stay. The take off was made at
manufacture of monoaceticacidester O'urinvk
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Moody.
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! ture and speaking to young people Carver and C. M. F. Ames. Aviator
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says
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i
about the Christian life.
The Saturday Night Bridge Club also for other money before then lent
Osteopathic Physician
Work on the sewer project is now for a landing field in either Vinal- , To market your Poultry in season met
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at the home of Mrs. Laura Star her
request;
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for
other
money,
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MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
well under way.
haven or North Haven.
for the Jewish Holidays
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Wyllie and Mrs. Robert Walker.
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a
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time
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and
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the Bodwell for Portland and a visit attention. When above the home of l
COHEN BROS.
draught horse of George Simmons Defendant for the use of the Plaintiff;
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
“Happy Days’’ for Maine farmers because crops are good. Make
among friends in Portland and Yar Mrs. L. R. Smith the pilot becan do- j
and also for other money, for interest
of Rockland.
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
STEAMBOAT CO.
ing stunts, then flew north where a 1
upon other moneys, then due and owing
your good crops most profitable
mouth.
Charles Young is painting his from said Defendant to said Plalntl..
8UMMKR ARRANGEMENT
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
Marjorie Huse returned Monday to landing was made in the Ames field
Eastern
Standard Time
and by the Plaintiff lent and advanced
house.
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USE KENDALL & WHITNEY’S
Providence for her sophomore year in at Calderwood's Neck. In a short
Vinalhaven Line
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Majorie
Spear
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of
the
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven
...X'
Pembroke College in Brown Univer time an automobile brought to Mrs.
divers long spaces of time then elapsed;
HARVESTING TOOLS
guests Saturday at the Snow-Rich and also for other money found to be due Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
Smith's door the pilot, her nephew,
sity.
from the said Defendant to the Plain ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. At. and 2.20 P. M.
For 60 years hundreds of Maine farmers have depended upon these
ardson
wedding
at
the
Congrega

Next Sunday the church school re- Stafford Short of Boston, a student
tiff upon an account then stated be Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
tools to reduce overhead costs and realize the maximum profits.
tional Church at Rockland.
ivenes for its fall sessions. The of Skyways Incorporated, and his
tween them.—ln consideration thereof 3.30 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Mank
of
Florida
then and there promised the Plaintiff to 10.50 A. >f. and 4.50 P. M.
Do likewise.
S' !i"ol meets at 9.45 and the worship friend Norman Webster, a student
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
pay her the several moneys aforesaid on
Write or call today—for prices and catalog on EnsHage Cutters,
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the
guests
of
Miss
Mabel
Craw

h<
will begin now at 11 o'clock. from Curtiss-Wright. They took off
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.00 A. M.,
demand. Yet said Defendant has never
Loaders, Binders, Potato Diggers, Wheelbarrows, Baskets, Etc.
ford Saturday.
O( 5 is to be a Rally Sunday for the from Boston airport at noon Friday,
paid any of said moneys, but wholly Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
2130
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M.
Returning,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal and neglects and refuses so to do.
soi'io and church. During the week making one stop at Old Orchard and
Specifications:—Under this count the leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
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FARM, DAIRY und PCtl.TRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS
turned to Boston after spending the herein-named defendant, merchandise Island about 5.00 P. M.
the trip of 250 miles to Vinalhaven.
W chip” are being distributed.
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B
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Agent
the balance ls ($264.75) and still remains
summer here.
Messrs. Short and Webste/ were
Several went to the opening of the unpaid.
guests of Mrs. Smith until Saturday
|L. S|
EAGLE
5
new Woolworth store at Rockland A True Copy of the Order of Court with
afternoon when they made the trip
On Sept. 14 a son was bom to Mr. back to Boston, doing a stunt in salute
Abstract of the Writ.
Friday.
FORELAND
MAINE
FEDERAL and TEMPLE. STS.
Attest:
ana Mi". Erland Quinn at the hos- over the home of Mr. Short's aunt
Arnold Hooper of Rockland is visit
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
1 pital in f'.imden.
for the benefit of about 20 children
ing his grandfather G. D. Gould.
lll-T-117
who were much impressed with the
Mrs. Benjamin Perry and family
fliers. So much so they dressed up
who have been ill are out again.
in their play aviation suits with pil
Since 1840 thia firm hu
Miss Alcada Hall of Thomaston re
lows strapped to their backs, for para
faithfully served the famlllM
cently played the organ at the Con
of Knox County
chutes. It was a big day for the kids.
gregational Church.
Mr. Short in a modest manner,
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Friday night a reception will be
j,r^en,
T«l. Day 450 ;
781-1
kindly explained the working of the
held at the Masonic hall for Rev.
A Battle Creek physician says,
/ r°n^ fra
Oti°'n
parachute and answered many ques
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
ar* J«l>
and Mrs. H. M. Purrington. All mem “ODnskipatlon
is
responsible
for
more
tions about flying. His trip to Vinal
bers of 'the Eastern Star are invited. misery -than any other cause."
haven was part of his work with the
But immediate relief has been
Skyways Ine. Co. Mr. Short's mother
A CUSHING OUTING
c/^ote.
found. A tablet called Rexall Order
ROCKLAND, ME.
was formerly Miss Bessie Arey,
daughter of Mrs. Eliza and the late
There was a very pleasant gather lies has been discovered. This tablet
water from the system Into
Rufus Arey. Her many friends wish
ing of old friends and neighbors at attracts
her son success in his chosen occupa
the “Old McCarter Homestead" in the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
tion.
'Cushing Sunday. Besides the host the colon. The water loosens the dry
land hostess, Mr. and Mrs. George food waste and causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
DR. E. L. SCARLOT1
Marion G. Calderwood
] McCarter were noted Mr. and Mrs. forming
°'">9
a habit or ever increasing the
Ross Weymouth and daughters, Eve dose.
Marion G.. daughter of Herbert and
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLA
lyn. Elsie, Mildred, Viola, Doris and
Eliza (Kessel) Calderwood died at
70f«'
Stop suffering from constipation.
Osteopathic
Physician
Charlotte,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Virgil
her home Sept. 16 after an illness of
a Rexall Orderlie at night.
HofTses, and sons, Russell. Ernest and Chew
two years. She received treatment
Telephone 136
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
Virgil; Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Robin day
for several months at Knox Hospital
at the nearest Rexall Drug Store,
son.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Thornton
but medical skill held no power to
and sons John and Richard; Darius Charles W. Sheldon.
intervene. Her age was 22 years, 6
«n
0
Montgomery.
Henry and Warwick H.
months and 18 days* Deceased was
Vose, Cecil Day and Arthur Upham
DR. PERLEY R. DAMOf
a graduate of Vinalhaven High
3 Oo «, b4TH
F. S. Philbrick was guest of honor.
School, class of '26. With her sweet
‘
4
00*,°
N
£
A
real,
old
fashioned
boiled
dinner
Dentist
soprano voice she generously assisted
I was served on tables in the grove
in social and church work. Miss Cal
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, M
4-°0.
Fa'D Soq
close
by
"Scrub
Oak
Cottage"
on
the
derwood was a member of Ocean
Telephone
915-M
banks
of
the
St.
Georges
River
—
Bound Rebekah Lodge which order
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
"8h*r
6 00
a lovely cottage site—cake, pies and
attended the funeral services in a
8»t£
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv
fruit in abundance were included in ousness,
body. Besides her father and mother
or Burning, due to function
All Prices F. (). B. Factory, Detroit
the
dessert
which
followed.
After
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
she is survived by one sister Mrs. ^Or>*
makes you feel tired, depressed
three hours of sociability, interspersed tions,
Florence Larson of Boston. Miss
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
Gilchrest
with
music
(harmonica
and
victrola)
Calderwood leaves many friends and Vi*it Jn
Works fast, starts circulating thru
and stories, the guests were called the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
her sweet face and sunny smile will
Monumental
Works
EVEKYWIIERE
**»»Z:
,
**Zr
r
*
thousands for rapid and positive ac
HUDSON-ESSEX DEALERS
upon to dispose of an abundance of tion.
be greatly missed by them. Services
Main Street
Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
steamed
clams.
Then
fun
and
jollity
were held at the home Friday after
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Thomaston, Maine
with ail taking part. Departing for Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
noon Rev. P. J. Clifford officiating.
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL8
allay
these
conditions,
improve
rest

home all wished for many more gath- ful sleep and energy, or money back.
There was an abundance of floral
Telephone Connection
- erings as pleasant, in the near future. Onlv 6Ao At
, , offerings, silent tributes of love. In- 1
7 .

EAST SEARSMONT
Mrs. Arthur Dyer and Mrs. Fred
Hall spent a few days In Camden
recently, guests of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith and
daughter Joyce of Belfast were call
ers at the home of Mrs. C. E. Gelo
Sept. 18.
Quite a number from this section
attended the fair in Montville and
report a very good show and a beau
tiful exhibit. There was some extra
good horse pulling.
The following were invited to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marrini r
for a picnic Sept. 14: Mr. and Mis
L. L. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Ralpn
Heald, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Marriner.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Heal. Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Marriner and son. On
their arrival in Camden Earl invite
them on a ride in his motor boat to
Negro Island where they had a de
licious dinner of steamed clams and
other goodies after which came a
long boat trip. While on the island
the Lightkeeper showed them over
the lighthouse.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

TEA

ON Time

“HARVEST DAYS
ARE HERE AGAIN”

Kendall

Whitney

Relief From Curse
of Constipation

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

aoN/LSSt*’

Kidney Acids
Break Sleep

In Everybody’s Column

EXPERT REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS
PRICES REASONABLE

To Let

TO LET House furnished. 6 rooms,
bath and garage. 11 BIRCH ST. 114-116
TO LET Furnished four room tene
ment. MRS. C. P. MILLER. Tel. 410.
_________ 114-116
Beechwoods Street
Thomaston
TO LET Furnished apartment, four
William Savage, Mgr.
rooms and bath, heated, modern. Adults
only. 16 SUMMER ST._________ P4*116
TO LET Two furnished rooms at 18
MASONIC ST.
114*116
THOMASTON
Lost and Found
TO LET--Fi\e room house, corner
Union and Grove Sts , modern. COBBDAVIS, Inc._______________________ 114-116
FOUND—Junior High and Eastern Star
Mr. and Mrs. J. Martin Wilson and
Inquire at THE COUR1ER-GA- daughter Virginia arrived Saturday
TO LET-Six room tenement, all mod pins.
113-115
ern. Apply D. L. McCARTY, Northend ETTE Office.
to spend a week with Mr. Wilson’s
Drug Store.______________ 114-116 !
LOST—Last Thursday afternoon on
TO LET Furnished apartment, liv Main St., blue and gray pocketbook, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wil
ing room, kitchen, flush closet, shed, containing money. Reward. Return to son, on Dunn street.
adults only. MRS. W. A. KIMBALL. 72, 55 Gay St. Tei. 73-J. ____________ 113-115
Lawrence Dunn returned Sunday
Camden-SL_______________________ 114-111) |
FOUND—Adrift Sept. 15. between Bull from York Island where he has been
TO LET- Two furnished light house buoy and Old Cil’.ey bell, a white skiff Cor a few days’ outing.
keeping rooms, gas and cook stove., with out-board motor attached. Owner
Miss Katherine Creighton is leav
adults only. MRS. CARL OLSON. 19 may have same by proving property and
113-115 paying charges. E. L. MALONEY, Box ing today to enter the Bouve School
Myrtle St.
113-115
85.
Port
Clyde,
Me.
of Physical Education in Boston.
TO LET— Pee-Wee golf Indoor space in 1
Rockland and Thomaston, great oppor- '
John Creighton and Stephen Lav
tunity. big profits. For plans, costs and .
ender left Sunday for Bowdoin Col
further information
inquire H. H.'
Wanted
lege.
STOVER. Ill Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
____________________________ _______ 113-115
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Amesbury of
WANTED--Washings, called for and Gardiner were in town Friday to
TO LET Three room heated apart- I
ment. first floor, all modern, central delivered: electric machine. MRS. MAR- visit relatives.
location, near schools. H. H. $TOV£R. GARETMcCLURE.________________ 114*116
Miss Isabel Waltz of Roxbury,
Ill Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
113-115
WANTED-Forty people to take lessons
TO LET—Large front room with baih. ln Tap Dancing, price reasonable. For Mass., was a weekend guest of Miss
Garage if desired. 44 BREWSTER ST. I terms address ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 24 Anna B. French.
Holmes St., city.
114*116
Tel. 1002-Y.________________________ I
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner have
WANTED—Second hand cook stoves. returned from a visit in Boston.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 1
room and kitchenette, $6.50 a week. V. J Paving good prices. ROCKLAND FUR
Mrs. William Fessenden who has
NITURE CO. Tel. 427-R
113-tf
F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
_____________________________________ 112-tf
WANTED By girl attending Rockland spent the season here, closed her
TO LET -Two rooms for light house-1 Commercial College chance to work house and left Sunday for her home
keeping ln central location. Call 8944 or 1 board and room. LENA K. SARGENT. in Newtonville. Her daughter Miss
MYRTLE CAFE. Myrtle St. .
112-tf ‘ Tel. 990-M or 994.
113-115 Florence motored down for her.
TO LET- Six room house on Grace St.
WANTED- Exchange—Have a splendid
The unexpected death of Walter
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Cadillac car. which ls offered in ex
112-tf change for a cottage of equal value on Robertson Sunday has awakened
TO LET—Five room furnished anart- the ocean or lake. Will trade farm of general sympathy for the families
ment. bath, hot water heat at 36 Pleas 150 acres with good apple and maple nearest of kin. The funeral will be
orchards, for summer property. What
ant St. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School St.
Me. he’d at St. James Church Wednesday
112-114 have you to offer? BOX 194, Belfast.
112-114 morning at 9 o’clock.
TO LET—Upstairs apartment. 37 Lime
Mrs. Zulie (McFarland) Clark of
WANTED—Warm room with board for
rock St., over Dr. Scarlott’s offices. single
woman. Can supply own bedding. Wiscasset is visiting Mrs. Abbie Mont
Apply to MRS. COPPING. 39 Limerock
Would
like
to
occupy
room
soon.
Ref

gomery.
"‘-114
112St.
erences furnished.
“E. L.,” care The
Capt. James E. Creighton, Samuel
TO LET -Four room furnished apart Courier-Gazette.
112*114
ment. bath and furnace. $8 per week.
WANTED—Girl for general housework, Creighton, Charles Copeland and A.
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
______ _______________________________ y 1-tJ good cook. MRS. FRANK L. BERRY. W. Hatch have returned from their
222 Broadway.
112-114 trip to Montreal and Quebec. They
TO LET—Furnbhed room for light
Oil burner salesman. Ap made the return from Canada to
housekeeping. CALL 518-R.
111-tf plyWANTEDA. T. NORWOOD. Warren. Me..
TO LET—A modern five room apart
112-117 Burlington, Vt,, thence ■ across the
states of Vermont and New Hamp
ment with heat. Apply 52 MASONIC ST
WANTED
Long
haired
slriggy
cats
Tel. 638-J.
111-tf kittens. Write color, airc and sex. JOHNand
S. shire into Maine, arriving home Sun
TO LET- Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let ItANLETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14
day.
her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon
109*114
Rodney Dinsmore of South Port
sible party for the winter. Call at 21
—Agents In Rockland and vicinity land, a radio operator for the Mackay
TALBOT AVE. or Tel. 8-R
111-tf | to WANTED
sell Christmas cards: $1 assortment con
TO LET -Grimes house at . • Masonic St. I taining 84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH Radio & Telephone Co., Cushing, is
Apply FREEMAN S. YOUNG. Plume 766-J. ; STONE STUDIOS, Bangor, Me.
105-tf boarding with Mrs. B. H. Copeland.
110-115 I
Miss Mildred Demmons is leaving
WANTED Experienced stitchers at MOD
TO LET Six room apartment, all modern ERN PANTS CO.
92-tf tr v for Boston where she will enter
conveniences, furnisiied or unfurnished. 19 i
WANTED—To loan Money on a”to, house I .ey's Kindergarten School.
GROVE ST. J’l.one UU-W.
110-tf hold
furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
Mr. and Mrs. Laton Jackson and
TO LET Storage and garage. V. F. cent tier month on unpaid balances, KNOX
daughter Peggy left Saturday for
STUUDLEY. 69 lark St. Til. 1989.
109-tf FINANCE CO.. 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
105their
annua! vacation trip.
TO LET- Upper flat, 12 Cedar St., four
rooms, electric lights, toilet. MRS J. A. j
Mr. and Mrs. Edmands P. Lingham
JAMESON, 40 North Alain .St. Tel. 456-R.
and Edmands, Jr., who have been
_____________________________________ 108-tf

For Sale

guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Strout

for a week, left Sunday for their home
sunny rooms, electricity, toilet. MRS. A. H.
in Edgewood, R. I.
PILLSBURY._
107-tf
FOR SALE—Rnn’P with coil. Horn*
Alfred M. Strout has returned to
TO LET Four roomtenement,
electric I Atlan'lc. oil burner attached if desired
133
lights. W. F.TIBBETTS.
143Union ‘St. 1 Call DR. E. L. SCARLOTT. Tel '
Harvard Law School.
114-116
Tel. 297-R.
106-tf ( Rockland. 35 Limerock St.
Mrs. Merritt F. Lenfest is the guest
TO LET-•-Six room tenement on Grace St.
FOR SALE—A small comfortable house of her daughter, Mrs. A. H. Pills
modern. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb- in North Haven village; electricity, town bury.
Davls.
96-tf water, good cellar. Price $1850. Apply
Miss Leila Morrison of Ellsworth
TO LET Neat and clean 5 room tenement, DAVID WOOSTER. North Haven. 114-119
has been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
toilet, lights, cellar, shed. SARAH E. BAR
TER. 41 Fulton J*t. Tct. 213-R
105-tf
FOR SALE— Seven tube Page radio. L. W. Sturtevant.
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modem,! Jullt in loud speaker. $15. J. C. HARMrs. Nelson Thompson of Dorches
garage, southern exposure. ROBERT U MON. lei. 090-------------- ----------- ter, Mass., was a recent guest of
<X)LLINS, 375 Main St. Tel.
FOR GALE—Wood, fitted. $14; furnace Mrs. Aroline Gorwaiz.
TO LET Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette junks. $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2^
Arthur Brasier of Portland spent
an<l hath. < UTLER COOK UP.
105-tf
FOR SALE-Sheep—grades and thor the weekend with his mother, Mrs.
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St. :
oughbreds: also Angus cattle. Call H D. Olive Brasier.
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply CRIE.
Tel. 83 Thomaston._______ 114*116
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
Mrs. Zulie McFarland Clark o<
105-tf
FOR SAI.E—Hard wood fitted. $14; Wiscasset who has been guest of Mrs.
lone
$10:
Junks.
$12:
soft
wood
junks.
$8.
TO LET—Apartment
Bicknell block.
114-125 Abbie Montgomery has returned to
Apply to It. B SMITH Thorndike A Hix L F TOLMAN. Tel. 233-13.
her home.
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
FOR SALE—Hard wood. 4 ft. long.
105-tf
Prof. A^ Galen Eustis returned to
25: 16 in. $8.25; 12 inch. $9.00 at mill.
WHEN IN BOSTON Remember that you $6
Dellvert’d reasonable. SIDNEY HUMES. his duties at Colby College Saturday,
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with Washingto
n. Me. Tel. 6-5.________ 114-116 j Mrs. Eustis remains for a longer stay.
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
Washington St., next Old South Church.
| FOR SALE—Pair dark brown heavy
____
„„„ spent Sunday
Miss______________
Alida M. Hyler
J '
wirLLihAOMSS RWNo. l uniom mT hT.
I-us
Sebago Lake the guest of her sis-

Miscellaneous

;

FOR SALE—Limited supply

Hyler.

,

---- - 1 Cecil Cushing is out on ten days
W. W. -----------BUTLER. Rockland
________________ 114-116 vacation from his duties at the coast
FORSAKE Used Frigidaire refrigera- guard station, Burnt Island. He is
tor, excellent condition, real bargain. visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO, Frank Cushing.
Rockland.
114-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose and Mr.
for SALE—One pair black Belgians. 1
nalr chinchilla rabbits, voung and pure Olid Mrs. Walter Currier ftiotored to
bred. Both pairs $10. E. l. Clark. China Sunday to view the piece of
Friendship. Tel. 128-2 Waldoboro.^^^ , state roatj that had sunk 22 feet The

TOLMAN'S CIDER MILL. East Warren,
will be in operation Sept. 29, and every ;
Monday following.
114-116
NOTICE—This ls to notify all that ,
from this date I will pay only those bills
contracted by myself. J. N. HAMIT,TON.
-------- Rockland. Sept. 23. 1930.
114*116]
NOTICE—This is to notify all11 that
from this date I will pay no bills other
than those contracted by myself. J. L.
road is said to have been built be
MOODY, Rockport. Sept. 20, 1930.
for sale—Ripe tomatoes for can- tween ledges and the pressure of the
113*115
SPEAR'S CIDER MILL at West Warren j &’(ABATER. Camden TeL 274UC' 113*115 I rocks anci fiirt appears to have broken
will open for business Tuesday. Sept. 30.
F
hnrner oil' stove with t!lrough the crust. Another feature
and each Tuesday and Saturday after
0„e°Kln ^ood condition. MRS. SIDNEY is ridges of muck and peat forced up
1 1 oxton. 12 warren st.___________ 112-1141 on either side. They were informed
NOTICE—I shall not be responsible for
for sale—At a bargain, a one-ton that in the judgment of the builders,
any bills contracted by mv wife. Gertrude
• Joy. after this date. EZRA S. JOY, 55 i truck, albert Hall, Beechwoods st,; the road could not sink more than
Gov. St., Kittery, Maine. Sept. 18. 1930. Thomaston.
“^itwo feet more. There were many
FOR SALE—Cottage near Belfast, Me.; n n, thprp
__________________________
113*115
Would
consider
cabin
boat
as
part
pay- ’
.
...
RUG AND KNITTING yarns for sale b.v ment. Address J. M, care Rockland]
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Oliver atmanufacturer. Simples free. II. A. BART
LETT. Harmony, Ala ine._____________ 103-115 Courler-Oazette.________________ 112-117 tended the funeral of Mrs. Hulda
for sai E—One two horse wagon and Flanders at North Waldoboro SunDR. JOHN LUNT,’Medium, will be at the
one-horse sled ln excellent condition day. Mrs. Flanders was 89 years of
home of R. A. Greene, 38 Beech St., every one
MRS,
SADIE H. SIMMONS, Waldoboro.
Tuesday for readings nnd treatment bv ap
Me,
R. D. 3.______________________ 112*114 age.
pointment. TEL. 1186-X.
106-tf
Mrs. Loren Teel of Port Clyde is the
FOR
SALE—Stroller, without top. Is
MONEY TO LOAN o» 1st and 2nd mort
in fine condition. 103 UNION ST. city. guest of her sister, Mrs. Theodore
paces. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St Tel
. 952.___________________________ H2-114 McLain.
Opp. postofflce.
105-tf
FOR SALE -Farms large and small.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Risteen and
LET E. A. KNOWLTON tile your saws mo Good
bargains, on easy terms. Investi Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Risteen are on
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST gate. M. R. MILLER. East Union. Me.
Tel. 1010.____________________________ 105-tf
112-114 a motor trip in Canada.
Mrs. Hiram A. Comstock went to
LADIES -Reliable stock of hair goods at the
FOR SALE—Horses—Four pair heavy
Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm {St. Mall orders horses now hauling pulpwood at Vinal Wiscasset Sundav for a visit.
■solicited. H. U RHODES, Tel. 519-J 105-tf haven. will be sold any time between
Miss Edith Gilmore of Kezar Falls
FARMS. COUNTRY. HOMES. COTTAGES now and Oct. 1 Tel. North Haven 9-11. is visiting her sister Mrs. Theodore
and estates, up-to-date property, in the gar Address B. C. WORCESTER. Vinalhaven.
111*116 ] McLain.
den spot of Maine—-Penobscot B; y. Write Me.
us what you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY, Bel
Mrs. Clara Ellingsen who has been
Edit SALE Twit power boats, one 2S ft,
fast. Me,________
10.7-1f long, one 31 ft. long. Both In good condition. visiting relatives in Massachusetts,
Exc
’
l
’
.
enl
flslt
boats.
Can
be
seen
at
.1.
O.
WHEN IN BOSTON Remember that you
came home Monday.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with BLOWN & SON’S Boat yard at North Haven.
Ralph Keyes and family came over
110-tf
the home news, at the old South News Agency.
Washington St., next Old South Church.
EOl: SALE Two flat house at Glencove. all from Augusta and spent Sundav with
modern, garage, stin porch, lower tenement Mrs. Keyes’ mother, Mrs. Charles B.
now occupied or will let tipper tenement to Emery.
reliable party only. CllAltLBS S. GROTTON.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney of
Tel. 732 or 678-W.
109-114
Rockland_ are
keeping
house for _,ut,
Mrs.
FDR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14; junks.
,
. .. ..
$12: long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft i Rodney Feyler while the latter is with
wood and slabs $8; also lumber. T. .1. cal- her husband in New Bedford.
roll. Tel, ,2113-21.__________________ 10.'-tf I The funeral of Walter V. Matson
for sale— ion acre farm, good buildings, w(n be held in the Finnish Church.
electric lights, telephone, gravel road, salt
| water frontage, some lumber ami pulp wood, St. . George road, Wednesday at 2
AT FOODLAND
lot of firewood. Must be sold at once. Make o'clock.
an offer. C. A. OLIVER. Waldoboro. 109*114
Henry Knox Royal Arch Chapter
FDR SALE- Essex automobile. Will trade will have a special convocation Fri
or sell cheap for cash. Inquire KITTREDGE day evening on which occasion
PHARMACY.
ID9-114
24', Pound Bag
Right Worshipful Brother Perley A.
FDR SALFz—Golden Bantam corn, cabbage,
tipre tomatoes, pickling cukes, picked to Dresser Grand High Priest of Port
Fancy Native
order any day In week. Come up. OVER land will be present for the purpose
NESS SARKESIAN, 157 Middle St. Tel. of his annual inspection. Work on
568-W.
95-tf
the Roval Arch degree and paid ban
FDR SALE—Upright piano. Popular Clarion
range, gas range. 714 h. p. and 2 h. p. electric quet at 6.30.
motors. Standard computing scales, all in
good condition.
Bargain prices.
W. F.
Miss Helen Carr and Miss L. B.
TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R. 106-tf
Buffet Size
FDIt SALE Dry slab wood sawed ln stove Ravser are holding an exhibition and
lengths, $1.2 per foot: edgings. It) bundles sale of hand-made articles and nov
for $1. “n S. Jordan. « Kelley lane. Tel. elties, suitable for Christmas gifts or
522-M.
1112 If prizes, from Oct. 1st to Oct. 8 at the
The Finest of Fruit In Regular 10c
FOR SALE—One piano, one bedroom suite, home of Miss Carr, 3 Elliot street,
Cans. Save For Winter
extension dining room table,
doz. oak
chairs. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. Thomaston. The public is cordially
198(1._________________________________ 96-tf invited to call and see their display.
114-116
FDR SALE—Six room bungalow at 40
Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, with
Seal Brand
Improvements; price right to settle an estate.
( ARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Hill St., City. Tel.
831-W.
105-tf
REMEMBER, WEDNESDAY
FORENOON ONLY
FDR SALE—Mill wood 4 n. long, $6.50;
stove length. $8 ; fitted wood, $14 ; also lumber
We Close At Noon. Going to Union
L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D.. Thomaston. 105-tf 1 Electric Washing Machine
Fair
FDR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions At a Great Sacrifice. Small weekly
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages. payments. Write H. L. M., care of
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
114-tf
talk over my list If you wish to buy. ROBERT Courier-Gazette.
U. COLLINS. 375 Maiu St. Tel. 77.
105-tf

SPECIALS

Wednesday Forenoon
Pillsbury’s Flour 85c

Frying Chicken lb 29c
Peaches Pears Prunes
6 cans 25c

PERRY’S MARKET

FARM WOMAN ,
JENEFITED

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

good as dead.
Somehow he got to the house, did
agonizing things to the deadly punc
tures which the rattler's fangs had
made an inch above his high hoots
and bound on a tourniquet Mary
watched, speechless.
Suddenly, she screamed and ran
to the door. Yes—a plane was
actually circling, was coming down!
It seemed hours, however, before
the propeller stopped nnd she could
reach the young man rising from
the cockpit Then, “Oh,” she cried,
“could you possibly go to—” stie
named the nearest city, “nt once?”
Tlie stranger saw In Mary’s face
her tremendous need. “Certainly,”
he said, “I'm—”
She grabbed hls arm nnd urged
him towards the house, explain
ing between little gasps what had
happened.
They managed to get her father
into the plane. There was barely
room for Mary, and as she crouched
beside the pilot she forgot com
pletely that she had never flown be
fore until a quick lift of the plane
made her heart do strange tilings.
A brief spectacle of the western
range far, far below—a distant line
of mountain penks on the horizon—
nn entire city spread out below
them in one small patch—
Then the plane was dipping, curv
ing to the earth, taxiing down the
runway, coming to a stop.
They reached the hospital with
no time to spare. “Ten minutes
more,” said the doctor, “nnd there
would have been no chance.”
Afterwards, Mary went straight
up to the tall pilot
Holding out both her hand's which
were straightway gathered Into his,
she tried to thank him. “If it
hadn’t been for you? emergency
landing—”
But the young man Interrupted
with a smile. “It was an emer
gency take-off, but not nn emer
gency landing. You don’t remem
ber me.”
“Don’t remember you?”
“I watched you all one evening
at the North Shore Country club
dance. I found out who you were
and, knowing your aunt, went to
call on her the very next after
noon.
You had left that morn
ing. Shortly afterwards she told
me of the establishing of an air
port on your farm and right away
I made ap my mind to look you up.
I hope you don’t mind?”
And now, I ask you, could any
girl object to a young man—a very
good looking young man, too—flying
more than half way across the
United States for the privilege of
seeing hAr once more?
There were times in later years
when Mary teased Alan Paige by
saying she married him out of gratlture for saving her father's life, but
Alan did/ not believe her, so why
should we?
(Copyright.!

Alligator* in Demand
Alligators are extensively utilized.
Their hides can be tanned into an
excellent leather, which has become
expensive. The teeth, obtained b.v
rotting the skulls In the ground, are
of fine ivory, nnd valued for carving
into ornaments. Both flesh and eggs
are eaten by some persons, nnd the
eggs are valued because they can
be hatched in boxes of warm sand,
yielding young alligators, to lie sold
ns pets, or killed aud made into cu
rious ornaments.

37c

FOR SALE

CAMDEN

T

GRAY’S GARAGE

TO LET -In Thomaston, small i lean rent, J

ROCKPORT
with Mr- ancl Mrs' Myron Parker at
w
] Searsport.
---- - _
. i Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ingraham who
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Smyth who are
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Perry, son and jjave becn spending the summer with
en joying a motor trip through Maine
daughter-in-law of Brookline, Mass., j reiatives and friends in this vicinity,
will spend several days in Portland.
are spending a few days at the Perry af[er an absence of about 20 years,
By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD
summer home on Amesbury Hill.
Saturday for their home at Port
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Horton of Nor
Cards bearing the postmark Paris Townsend, Wash,
HREE weeks after Mary Brent’s wood, Mass., are spending a few weeks
received by friends from Mrs. Fred , Charlton Daucette and Russell Stareturn from a visit to her aunt at the Cleveland cottage at Lake MeIn the East, an official looking engunticook.|

After Taking Lydia E. Pink- Holbrook and Mrs. Henry Carleton I pies motored Saturday to Boston, re
who are on a pilgrimage with the turning Sunday night.
velope arrived through the mail for
Laurence Dailey has resumed his
her father, but not until he ex- studies at Springfield (Mass.I College ham’s Vegetable Compound Gold Star Mothers to the cemeteries Oliver Ingraham, a representative
of France, state that they are hav of the Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., with
plained all about it did Mary un after spending the summer with his
ing a wonderful experience.
headquarters at Bangor, is enjoying a
derstand.
[parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dailey.
Ralph Wilson of Criehaven was a two weeks' vacation, the greater part
“While you were away,” he told I Mrs. C. C. Wood and Mrs. Emeline
_ Lickdale, Pa.—“Before I was mar
her, “the Coast-to-Coast Airways ! Halford are visiting a few days in ried, my mother and sister and I did all weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Les of which will be spent with his par
the farming work lie C. Deane.
corporation sent a couple of men Portland.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingra
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wood of Belfast ham.
on a 64-acre farm
to see me. It seems that our land I David Jamieson of Westbrook and
for eleven years. I and Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jackson were
lies directly on the route of the .Robert Maxwell of Iola, Iowa, have
Casper Dauc' tt has gone to Manmarried a farmer in Montville Friday as guests of Mr. Chester, N. H., where he has employproposed transcontinental airline. been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and now in addi Jackson’s brother, Arthur Jackson. ment with the Amoskeag Manufac
They were thinking of using it for [Bert Bean, Spring street. •
tion to my house They also called on friends at Liberty turing Co.
nn emergency landing field and re I “Tim” Carroll who has passed the
work and the caro and Searsmont. The trip was made
fueling station, and wished to sound summer at Kineo is spending a few
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bohndell and
of my children I in the Wood car.
me out on the proposition. This days in town.
son Henry motored to Franklin for
help him with the
Miss Maxine Spofford entered the the weekend.
letter states the acceptance of my I Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Libbey attended
outside work on Rockland Commercial College Mon
terms.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson left
the Libbey reunion in Turner Satur
our farm. After day morning as a student.
Mary’s eyes shone. “And that day.
Monday morning for Newark, N. J.
my last child was
Madame Lea Luboshutz, violin in Mr. Thompson will continue on to
means we would go East to live?’’ | Mrs. Mabel Richards is spending
born, I began to structor at thc Curtis Institute of Philadelphia on business, returning
“No, Mary, I’m afraid not I am two weeks with friends in Boston and
suffer as many Music, and son Boris Goldowsky, who the last of the week when he will be
to have charge here. See that the vicinity.
women do. Finally our family doctor
gas and oil supply are kept up, bea
Mr. and Mrs. David Stever have told me to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s have been summering at the Dilling joined by Mrs. Thompson.
ham cottage, Beauchamp avenue, re
cons lighted, weather records made. returned to their home in Philadel
Mr. nnd. Mrs. Frank Salisbury and
Vegetable Compound. I did and now I turned Monday morning to Philadel
It means quite a little money and phia after the summer in town.
Mrs. Florence Rinquith of Camden
am
anew
woman
and
I
know
that
good
then, too, it is something to be
phia.
spent Saturday in Bangor. ' On their
At the Comique tonight Will Rogers health is better than riches.”—Mrs.
Herbert Mann, Burt Stevenson, return Mrs. Rinquith was a dinner
come part of a pioneer industry of will be seen in “So This is Lon Clyde I. Sherman, R. #1, Lickdale, Pa.
Frederick Richards and Albert Larson guest at the Salisbury home.
this kind. Incidentally, it will in don;” Wednesday, Cyril Maude in
terfere very little with the farm “Grumpy;” Thursday, Helen Kane in
spent Sunday at the golf course at
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson and
ing.”
Dangerous Nan McGrew;” Friday, spending the summer at Carmonwill, Bristol. Stevenson and Larson took Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wentworth
Ten years before Mary and her Conrad Nagel in “Second Wife;” Sat Lake Megunticook. She was accom their opponents into camp.
spent Sunday at the Thorndike camp
panied by her son, Monroe Gill, who
father had left their comfortable urday, Hoot Gibson in “Spurs.”
Mrs. Edward W. Bok has closed her at Hobbs’ Pond.
has
recently
returned
from
Switzer

eastern home to take up life in a
cottage
on
Beauchamp
Point
and
re

Gladstone Pillsbury of Somerville,
The State Highway Department has
climate better suited to her father’s Mass., is the guest of his sister Mrs. land where he spent the summer. He turned on the train Sunday night for recently erected a fence at the dan
health. The step had been of bene Joseph LeBlanc, on the Belfast road. resumes his senior year at Harvard her home at Merion, Pa.
gerous curve near Ballard Park sta
fit to him and the two had lived
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear of tion. This will avoid accidents such
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Conley are this fall.
The yacht Viator, Captain Wagner, Staten Island, N. Y., arrived Sundhy as occurred at that point a short
very happily. Mary kept house, enjoying a fishing trip at Moosehead
owned by Dr. Maitland Alexander, for a two weeks’ stay with her par time ago.
with but one brief vacation when Lake.
she had visited her aunt.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery and sailed yesterday for Castine.
The stay had not been long hut family of Bar Harbor spent the week
The Library Building Association
WHEN IN BOSTON T Renu mber that you
TWO MEN KILLED
it had given Mary a taste of life end here.
will hold a benefit card party next can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
in a great city. It hnd thrown her
tin*
home news, at the DM South News Agency,
Friday afternoon at the spacious and
Work will commence early in the
The poultry truck of Cohen Bros, attractive home of Miss Marion Washington St., next Did South Church.
momentarily with a group of gay spring on a new bridge on Main
young people. And it had made street. This is much needed and will of Boston, well known throughout Weidman.
Refreshments will be
her western home seem desolate be a great improvement in the village. Knox County, was struck by a train served. Table reservations mav be
and remote.
at
Newbury,
Mass.,
Thursday
night,
made by calling Miss Weidman, Cam Real dyes give
Mrs. Edward J. Cornelis and her
The establishment of an emer sisters, the Misses Caroline and Eliza the driver and a companion killed den 164. The receipts of the after
gency airport provided the lone beth Barry of Boston, who were in and the truck demolished. The ma noon will be used for the immediate
richest colors!
some girl with something to think jured in an automobile accident near chine stopped at Charles McKellar's needs of the library.
about.
Several of the students from the
Glencove on Saturday, have returned in Warren Thursday morning and
For weeks Mary ran hopefully to home from the Knox Hospital in completed its load. Mr. Cohen rode Curtis Institute of Music who have
FOR every home use, Diamond
the door whenever tlie throb of a Rockland. Mrs. Cornelis has several part of the return trip on the truck, been In town for the summer, left
Dyes are the finest you can buy.
plane motor came to her ears. Then, bad cuts on the face and head and dropping off only a few miles this Sunday night for Philadelphia to re
They contain the highest quality
gradually it was borne in upon her her body is badly bruised. Her sis side of Newbury.
sume their study. The townspeople anilines that can be produced.
that the airport was for emergen ters received minor injuries. Mr.
It’s thc anilines in Diamond
regret their leaving as they have
cies. She might live there ail her Blackington, who was severely cut
Dyes that give such soft, bright,
Reforestation on the grand scale made many friends during their stay. new
life and not have one of the air under his left shoulder, will be con
colors to dresses, drapes,
Mrs. Ora Burns, Mrs. Leola Mann,
ships that daily winged overhead fined to the hospital for some days may now be urged for the additional Mrs. Lucy Stevenson, Mrs. Ina Woos lingerie. Diamond Dyes are easy
actually float to rest in her front longer. He is weak from loss of blood reason that it is necessary to provide ter and Mrs. Annie Small were among to use. They go on smoothly and
sufficient perches for the “tree-sitters
yard.
those who attended the school of in evenly; do not spot or streak;
where he stuck to his job after the
One afternoon nn accident oc accident, refusing to leave until the —Now Orleans Times -Picayune.
struction recently held at Masonic never give things that re-dyed
curred which could have—so It others were cared for. The occupants
hall, Camden. They pronounced it a look. Just true, even, new colors
ihat keep their depth and brilliance
seemed nt the time—only the most were on their way to Augusta and [
very profitable session.
spite of wear and washing. 15c
tragic of endings.
Lewiston. The Packard car is a j
Mrs. Julia Gould who has been in
In nn unguarded moment her fa wreck. Mrs. Cornelis has long been 1
visiting at the Thorndike homestead packages. All drug stores.
ther stepped into a clump of bunch a summer resident of Camden and
the past week, returned Sunday to
grass edging the field. There was the accident is deeply deplored by her
her home at Somerville, Mass.
a quick, terrifying sound from a many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ryder, son By
PARK
THEATRE
hidden, coiled menace, and John
Mrs. W. E. Gill has returned to her
ron and Mrs. Hattie Wotton and son
NEXT WEEK
Brent staggered backwards, paling home in Cambridge, Mass., after (
Gordon of Rockland spent Sunday Highest Quality 'for 50 Years
under the conviction that he was as

Cupid Guided His
Airplane

AUTO REPAIRS

Advertisements ln this column not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional llna* 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make a line

Coffee, lb.,
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“All Quiet On The
Western Front”
PARK THEATRE
NEXT WEEK

DsamondoDtyes

pay.
The Yukon has real beauty—the
beauty of massive strength plus
finely proportioned design. The
exteriorfinish.on rustproofsteel,
is special white enamel — a
Kelvinatordevelopment. Chrome
finish hardware harmonizes with
the cabinet design. Inside, the
Yukon is white porcelain, with
all corners rounded.

FIVE CUBIC FEET OF
FOOD STORAGE SPACE

There are five cubicfeet of interior
space—over nine square feet of
shelf room—ice cube capacity of
four pounds at a freezing (42
generous sized cubes).
Freezing speed is adjustable to
five positions, regulating the rate
of freezing in the preparation of
all kinds of frozen desserts and
dainties. There is a conveniently
placed defrosting switch and
heavy glass defrosting pan.
You need not be a refrigeration
expert to realize that the new
Yukon Model is an amazing
value. One look at its substantial
proportions, its gleaming finish,
the thickness of its heavy door,
the roominess ofitsinterior—and
you will know that here is the
electric refrigerator you have
been waiting to buy, at the price
you have wanted to pay. You
can see it today—come in.
Purchase of the Ne» Yukon Model is
made easy by Kelvinator’s ReDisCo
Monthly Budget Plan, providing for
convenient monthly payments.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY;
at any of

oar ttorot
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Publicity is to a town what baking-powder is to a biscuit.

z

Publicity raised old King Tut out of the obscurity of an Egyptian tomb and made his name a modern house*
hold word.
Publicity has taken obscure individuals and raised them to fame and fortune.

#
Publicity is the potent factor that has brought individuals, events and places into national prominence.

And since publicity is of such importance in the scheme of things it can do much for us collectively as a city.
Therefore it behooves us to know something about it, and how to use it for our advantage.
There are two kinds of community publicity:

INTERNAL PUBLICITY:—Designed to tell the people who live in the community
and surrounding trade territory of the advantages of
our town and to establish a closer bond of confidence
and cooperation.
f
EXTERNAL PUBLICITY:—Designed to tell the people outside of our “Greater
Community” of the advantages and opportunities df
living and doing business here.
The newspaper is, of course, our most convenient and logical medium for both INTERNAL publicity and
EXTERNAL publicity. This is true in every community.

Second only to the newspaper, is “word of mouth” publicity. It has been said that if each person in a town
successfully strove to bring one new family into the town, or create employment for x>ne other person, popu
lation, prosperity and business could be doubled within a year’s time.

If we are proud of our town (and we are) let’s give our town PUBLICITY! The kind of INTERNAL publicity
that makes us glad it’s OUR town, and the kind of EXTERNAL publicity that makes the rest of the world
Wish it were theirs!

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texaco Co.
GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

ST. CLAJR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

CUTLER-COOK CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE SPECIALTY SHOP

Camden

4 MAIN ST.

TEL. 646-W

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

G. A. LAWRENCE

COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
,

KNOWLTON’S MARKET
F. J. SIMONTON CO.

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

REAL ESTATE

COR. MAIN & PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Eatabliihed 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Central Maine Power Company

W. H. GLENDENNING

ROCKLAND

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

THURSTON OIL CO.

ROCKLAND

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C. M. BLAKE

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
Union,

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE

FINE CONFECTIONERY

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

Rockport,

Gulf Product* Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

Warren, Vinalhaven,

THE REXALL STORE

THE FLINT BAKERY

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

Authorized Dealers in

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARINE RAILWAYS

LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
15 HIGH STREET

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

THE THORNDIKE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

FIREPROOF garage
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SNOW-RICHARDSON
0-886

Marriage of Popular Young

Couple In Congregational

Tlour

Church Saturday

The Congregational Church was
In addition to personal notea recardlne I Mrs. Major A. Polley and son the scene of a charming fall wedding
departures and arrivals, thia department espe
Junior of Chicago are home for two Saturday afternoon when at 1.30
cially des'res Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or weeks visiting Mrs. A. B. King who Miss Marian Richardson, daughter of
telephone Bill be gladly received.
is in ill health.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Richardson of
TELEPHONE _______________ __________ 770
22 Maple street, was united in mar
Mrs. Herbert Philbrook leaves to riage to Sidney Pillsbury Snow of
Rear Admiral A. S. Snow, U.S.N. night for three weeks' visit with rela Boston. Between 400 and 500 guests
were bidden. Effective decorations of
(retired), with Mrs. Snow and Miss tives and friends in Massachusetts.
evergreen trees, ferns and early fall
Mabel E. Snow, who spent the summer
in the city, returned yesterday to
Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore and son flowers were used. Window boxes
small flowers and green
their home in Brookline.
Charles who have been the guests of containing
were placed at the windows,
Capt. Whitmore on board the steam foliage
On entering his living room in ship Marore, running to New York while the altar rail was completely
New Bedford Friday night, Capt. A. and Baltimore, returned home Satur banked with flowers and ferns. Sev
eral evergreen trees brought from the
A. Bain was very pleasantly surprised day.
,
Snow farm formed an effective
to see his Maine friends gathered
there to wish him a happy birth John Sansom has gone to Boston background for the sides and plat
form. A profusion of flowers, such
day. After games and music were' where he has employment.
as phlox, asters, calendula and snap
enjoyed a tasty luncheon was served
dragons. were used in other parts of
by Mrs. Bain and daughter. Isabel.
Mrs. W. B. Fish of South Hope the auditorium and in the entrance
Those present were: Mrs. Lou Wal and
Mrs.
Sidney
Fish
of
Oberlin,
lace, Rodney Feyler, William Sawyer, Kansas, called on friends in this city hall. Miss Margaret Snow in charge
of this feature was assisted by Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick, Freeda last Thursday.
Corice Thomas, Misses Mary and
Lawrence, Edward Herrick, Mr.
Martha Wasgatt, Miss Anna Richard
and Mrs. Charles Dyer and son Alton,
Mr. and Mrs. John Pomeroy,
Mr. and Mrs. Bain, daughter Isabel, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Murch who have i son,
been visiting relatives in Vinalhaven I Miss Frances Snow, Miss Dorothy
and son Alexander Bain.
and this city, return today to their Snow, and William Rounds.
The ushers were William Rounds
Walter O. Frost was home from: home in East Gardner, Mass.
Oscar Crockett, Whitney Wheeler of
Augusta over Sunday.
Heman Seavey who has been visit Tenant's Harbor and Lieut. Albert S.
Rice of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of ing his son William has returned to
To the strains of Mendelssohn's
Bath spent the weekend at their Bangor.
Wedding March, played by Mrs. Faith
former home in this city.
Berry, who also gave an organ
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith, son G.
recital prior to the ceremony, the
Ralph Tardifl is home from Water Kenneth and daughter Marjorie, bridal party entered, the bride on the
were home from Bath over the week
ville, where he spent his vacation.
of her father, who gave her in
end, guests of Mrs. Smith’s sister, Miss arm
C-A$H PR.ICE
marriage, and with her sister, Miss
Six Educational Club members Sarah Sansom.
Anna Richardson as her attendant.
attended the annual conference of the
F.O.B DAYTON
They were joined at the altar by Rev.
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs Mr. and Mrs. Robert Snow of this Walter S. Rounds, pastor of the
at Rangeley, motoring thither in the city and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kittridge church, the groom and his grooms
Lawrence car, with E. M. Lawrence of Vinalhaven are on a motor trip man, Carl A. Snow of Worcester,
at the wheel. The party includedj through the White Mountains.
Mass., a brother. The single ring
Mesdames E. M. Lawrence, Ida Sim
service was used. At the close of the
mons, Charles Merritt, Charles Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., Mrs. ceremony an informal reception was
Sheldon, Irene Moran and Mary U. S. Gushee and Mrs. E. C. Moran held at the altar, during which Mrs.
Perry Rich, all registering at the motored to Bingham Sunday to view Berry played several organ selections.
Rangeley Lakes Hotel, where a fine the dam.
The bride was gowned in brown and
banquet was served Wednesday eve- J
tan silk ensemble, with matching hat,
ning with Dr. William Stidger of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover spent the shoes and stockings, > and carried a
Boston as leading speaker. Movies weekend at Paris Hill.
bridal bouquet. Miss Richardson wore
on Maine followed the various
navy blue crepe de chene with em
toasts, and there was special music. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall of Sum broidery, and accessories to match,
"Cold Control.” It freezes ice and desserts
You have always said that "some day”
Mrs. Rich also represented tlje Com mer street are on a two weeks' vaca and carried flowers.
quickly. It keeps foods cold and fresh in
you would own a Frigidaire. For you
munity Club of Union.
tion, to be spent chiefly by motoring The young couple left immediately
for a short wedding trip, after which
leisurely to various places.
the hottest of weather.
know Frigidaire’s reputation for depend
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McIntosh mo
they will be at home at 20 Kemper
But why not stop in and investigate all
able
performance.
You
know
that
you
tored Thursday to Boston where they Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone are at street, Suite 2, Wollaston, Mass., after
Oct
1,
in
an
apartment
made
ready
will visit relatives.
these
things for yourself? We’ll be glad to
want
and
need
a
Frigidaire.
Cornish while Mr. Stoop is having for their occupancy.
a two weeks’ vacation from his duties
give
you
a complete demonstration.
And
now
you
can
buy
one
at
the
lowest
The wedding gifts, an unusually
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Proctor and j as manager of the local telephone
large display. Included money, glass,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton returned I office.
price in history.
silver, pewter, house furnishings,
Saturday from their vjsit at Mr. |
Nor is low price all. You get outstand
Proctor's former home on Cape Cod. Mr. and Mrs. George Otis of Scitu electric appliances, china, etc.
ing value—value in a cabinet of beautiful,
The bride is a graduate of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Lingman and ate, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. High School. 1925 and attended Colbv
SELECT YOUR
glacier-gray Porcelain-on-steel inside and
College at Waterville for two years.
son Edmund have returned to their C. O. Perry, Masonic street.
out—value in a mechanical unit that is in
She is a member of the Sigma Kappa
home in Edgewood. N. J., after mak
OWN TERMS
Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh and Fraternity of the Alpha Chapter, and
Pictured above is the new The G-4, another new
ing a brief visit with Mrs. J. R. Flye, daughter
the bottom of the cabinet and uses but
Miss
Evangeline
Winchen

Crescent street. Mrs. Lingman is baugh have returned from Everett, also a member of the Pilgrim Vested
G-3
Frigidaire. Glacier- Frigidaire in glacier-gray
As
little
down
as
little current—value in dozens of features
remembered as Georgia Brewer, Mass., where they attended the Choir of the Congregational Church.
She is the possessor of much charm
gray
Porcelain-on-steel Porcelain-on-steel inside
formerly of this city.
that have won world-wide popularity for
you wish to pay.
golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. T.. and a general favorite in the younger
inside
and out. 4^/2 square and out. 6 square feet of
Frigidaire.
Albert T. Gould who joined his; Hardy. Mr. Hardy was a former social set.
Balance
arranged
to
Rockiand
resident,
and
Waldoboro
is
feet
of
food storage space. food storage space. May be
Mr.
Snow,
the
son
of
Commander
Despite
its
low
price,
this
new
Frigid

family at their summer home in
and Mrs. C. F. Snow, is also a gradu
Thomaston, Friday, sailed soon there the home town of Mrs. Hardy.
Only $157.50 (cash price) had for only $167.50 (cash
suit
your
convenience.
aire
is
extra-powerful
and
incredibly
ate of Rockland High School, 1924,
after on his sloop, for Boston, ac- i
price) f.o.b., Dayton, Ohio*
Ruth Leach leaves Thursday and of Colby College, 1928, with one
f.o.b. Dayton, Ohio.
quiet. It is equipped with the famous
companied by his son, Albert, who is ! toMiss
resume her studies at Sea Pines and one-half years at Massachusetts
returning to attend the Belmont Hill School,
Brewster, Mass.
Institute of Technology. He is a
School, of Belmont, Mass. Mrs.
Gould and daughter May, left Sun Miss Dorothy Gleason of Union is member of the Zeta Psi fraternity of
the Chi Chapter, and is employed in
day for their home in Boston. Miss
guest of Miss Evelyn Moody, the engineering department of Stone
Gould is entering Radcliffe College. the
North Main street.
<fc Webster, Boston, where his work is
held in the highest regard.
Mrs. U. S. Gushee who has been
Frigidaire Dealer for Knox and Lincoln Counties
Alice Hellier leaves Thursday Among the out of town guests were
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. E. C. to Miss
resume
her
studies
at
Bates
College.
Rear
Admiral
Albert
S.
Snow,
U.S.N..
Moran, Jr., Chestnut street, has re
Waldoboro, Maine
Telephone Damariscotta 105-4
(retired) JUrs. Snow and Miss Mabel
turned to her home in Portland.
I Miss Katherine Jordan who has E. Snow, all of Brookline, Mass.,
Miss Doris Sylvester was tn Vinal I been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Llew Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Dunn of
haven to attend the funeral of Miss ellyn Keller, Purchase street, has re- Pasadena, Calif., Mrs. R. H. Rice of
i turned to her home ln Portland.
Lynn, Mass., Lieut. Albert S. Rice
Marion Calderwood.
family of Boston, Mr. and Mrs.
' Miss Ada Young left for Brookline, and
509-513 Main Street
Telephone 710
Rockland, Maine
Carl A. Snow of Worcester. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordan and
two children of Christmas Cove were j Mass., last week, called by the illness Miss Florence E. Dunn of Waterville,
ASSOCIATE DEALERS
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Llew : of her sister Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes, Miss Martha Johnston of Washing
who has since passed away.
ton, Miss Frances Snow of Boston,
ellyn Keller, Purchase street.
A. T. Norwood Sons, Warren
C. E. Marriner, Camden
W. S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills
j Mrs. J. C. Hill entertained at lunch and Miss Martha Wasgatt of Orono.
Mrs. George B. Wood .entertained
Ernest
Rawley,
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
Kelsey
’s Garage, South Bristol
Gorden
&
Lovejoy,
Union
at luncheon and contract Saturday eon and bridge Thursday at her home
Saul Polisner leaves Wednesday to
on
Camden
street
with
Mrs.
Richard
afternoon at her home on Talbot ave
resume his studies at the Medical
nue, with two tables. Honors were Booth, formerly of Portland, as honor College of Boston University. Mr.
guest.
Honors
were
won
by
Mrs.
won by Mrs. J. F. Knight and Mrs.
Polisner’s work at the university is
Mrs. Fannie Driscoll and daugh Mrs. C. O. Perry has returned | Mrs. V. F. Studley and sister Mrs., Miss Helen Fuller who lias been the Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel, Miss Sun
Booth, Mrs. F. S. Brown, Mrs. N. L. being marked by gratifying success.
A. E. Norris of Camden.
ter, Mrs. Isabelle Higgins of Brock home from a visit In Scituate, Mass. B ,H. Copeland of Thomaston, with j guest of her sister, Mrs. Wyman' Spear and Arthur Bowley arrived
Witham and Miss Olive Gilchrist.
ton, Mass., are guests of Mr. and She attended Brockton Fair.
Harold Higgins acting as chauffeur, Foster, Rochester, N. Y., has re- home yesterday from a motor trip
Mrs. Anna DeCoste and her sister
Mrs. Jessie Haskell who has been Mrs. Earl Sukefortth.
motored to Orono Saturday where turned home.
through Canada.
All club women in Rockland are
Mrs. Agnes Moulden arrived home
at Pleasant Beach for the summer
Mrs. Fred True is in Waterville they visited Mrs. Studlev’s son, Roger
Saturday from Southwest Harbor invited to attend the sessions of the and guest of Mrs. Frank D. Lamb for
with her husband for a few days.
Kalloch, a student'at the University
where they were called by the serious District Federation in this city to the past week leaves today enroute to Miss May Johnston left this morn
, I Miss
’ * f MargaretI—Stahl entertained of Maine.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
ing
to
enter
University
of
Pennsyl

illness of their mother, Mrs. Julia morrow.
her home in Wilmington, Del.
vania to take up the study of dental at bridge Friday evening at her
Romer.
Mrs. Herman MacSabyen of Sydney,
hygiene.
home on Limerock street, with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Newton and
Michael Halligan and Peter Ed Cape Breton, is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Haskell of Wilmington, Del.,
children
Winona
and
Norma
motored
Frank
Seavey,
Glencove.
wards arrived home yesterday from
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston and as honor guest. There were two
to Southwest Harbor Sunday accom
a short motor trip to Attleboro, Mass.
The auxiliary of Sons of Union panied by Mr. Newton's mother, Mrs. their guest Miss Eleanor Gleason of tables, favors being won by Mrs.
The itnox County Men's Chorus is Veterans is sponsoring a bridge George Davee, who had been their Union motored to Farmington Sun Frank Clark, Miss Lotta Skinner, I
day where they were guests of Mrs. Mrs. R. D. Saville and Mrs. Frank
PARK THEATRE
to present its first concert of the party this evening in the up-stairs guest for a week.
Thurston's parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. Lamb, with guest prize for Mrs. .
NEXT WEEK
1930-31 season in the First Baptist parlor at Grand Army hall. Mrs.
Haskell.
Henry T. White.
Church Sunday evening at 7.15. and Mary Reed will be hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glover, Mr.
in preparation a rehearsal is called
Mrs. E .J. Hellier and Mr. and
Miss Hazel Keller entered upon and
for all members at 5 o'clock that aft
Mrs. J. F. Knight entertained at
“ON THE STAGE”
her annual two weeks' vacation from dinner
ernoon.
and cards, with 32 covers, at
the Fuller-dobb-Davis store yester the Glover
home on Masonic street,
THURSDAY
THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
The Speech Readers Club will meet day, to spend a portion of it in Bos Friday evening. The color scheme
ton.
with Mrs. Clara Crockett. Rankin
5 Acts RKO VaudeviHe
of pink was carried out artistically
A mystery that’s not a
Wit versus “It"
street, Thursday afternoon at 2
in house decorations and table ap
Stanley
Snow,
on
a
week^s
vacation
mystery
that’s something
o'clock.
pointments. Honors were won by
DALE TWINS & AL
For the Love of a Man
from his duties with the Fidelity Mrs.
J.
A.
Jameson,
Mrs.
E.
F.
A
Dancing
Treat
new
Trust Company in Portland, Is house Glover, Mrs. A. W. Foss. Ensign
From the list of students away at
FLORENCE CORDON
school and college the name of Miss guest of Mr. and Mrs. Justin L. Otis, Joseph Emery and B. B. Smith.
A Singing Comedienne
Annette Segal, who is attending Cross, Main street.
Bryant & Stratton, Boston, was omit
TUCK
AND PAGE
The
Itooevik
Club
has
been
en

ted.
Variety
joying an unusually active summer,
marked particularly by several social
AIMORIS& JOSEPHINE
Miss Eleanor Gleason of Union is gatherings. Last Tuesday the club
Something Different
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. was entertained by Mrs. Sumner
Thurston, Pleasant street.
Perry at her Crescent Beach cot
NEE WONG &
In
tage. Picnic dinner was served, and
She owed one man her life, the
Ernest Pascal's novel
RUCKETEERS
Robert Wallis who has been visit the afternoon was devoted to filling
The
Role
of a
other her love—how she settle 1
AT FOODLAND
“The Dark Swan"
A Five Man Singing Act
ing in this city and in Belfast, left l the Christmas bags for the soldiers
Female "Ptjilo Vance"
this morning for Beverly, Mass. He and sailors and packing them for
with both is daringly told in this
brought to you with its
SPECIAL ORCHESTRA
goes to West Palm Beach, Fla., where shipment to the headquarters of the
sensational Fox all talking movie
story of sister against sister
Three Shows—2.00, 6.30, 8.45
he will be employed during the fall National Red Cross. This is the third
tone drama.
fighting for a man's love
24% Pound Bag
and winter.
. , year the Itooevik Club has done this
With
NOW SHOWING
commendable service. The bags, 10A daring drama
Fancy Native
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair inches square, are made by the club,
DOROTHY MACKAILL
T TLTON SILLS
entertained Baraca Class of the and contain a jack-knife, a book,
LOIS WILSON
Methodist Church at their Crescent pack of playing cards, razor and
KENNETH McKENNA
in
Beach cottage Thursday evening with blades, etc., as well as individual
H. B. WARNER
with
y
67 members present, a record attend gifts contributed by the maker of the
An All Star supporting Cast
ance for many meetings of this or bag. Each bag contains the name of
OLIVE BORDEN
SHOWING TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Buffet Size
ganization. Picnic supper was fal the sender, and many appreciative
lowed by a social get-together. The letters have been received from the
“ANIMAL CRACKERS”
committee in charge was composed of “boys," from all parts of the globe.
With
BILLY REED, former National Harmonica Champion
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Stanley, Mrs. Sunday Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner The Finest of Fruit in Regular 10c
Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Esther and Mr and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett
will conduct a harmonica contest with valuable prizes
.
4 MARX BROS.
Cans. Save For Winter
Dolliver, Mrs. A. W. Gregory, Mrs. H. entertained the members of the club
Special Matinee Today At 4.00 o'clock
for the winners
V. Tweedie, Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory, and husbands at Lucia Beach, with
Mrs. Prank Gardiner, Mrs. Vasta a corn and weenie roast on the shore.
EVERYONE INVITED TO ENTER NOW
Stuart, Miss Myra Llnekin and Mr. A vote of thanks was expressed to
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Seal Brand
and Mrs. George W. Gay.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Cook who opened
Shows At
REMEMBER, WEDNESDAY
their cottage for the guests.
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

on

a

mw\ r i g i d a i re
Porcelain-on-steel inside and

out in beautiful Glacier-Gray

ROY H. GENTHNER

ALBERT C. JONES, In Charge of Rockland Territory

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

SPECIALS

Wednesday Forenoon

“WEDDING
RINGS”

BETTY
COMPSON

Pillsbury’s Flour 85c

Lon Chaney

Frying Chicken lb 29c
Peaches Pears Prunes

“Midnight
Mystery”

“Unholy Three”

6 cans 25c

Coffee, lb.,

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

PARK THEATRE
NEXT WEEK

Continuous service of steaks and
chops and supper specials are now
featured at Mrs. Thurlow's.
The
luncheon idea in connection with the
ice cream parlors has met with high
favor.
109-tf

37c

FORENOON ONLY
We Close At Noon, Going to Union
Fair

PERRY’S MARKET

Starting
Thursday

Home of Paramount Pieturaa
One of the Publix Theatres
Tel. 409

Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
Standard Time

<

Telephone 892

Continuous Show
Today and
Saturday
One of the Publix Theatres
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| SOLDIERS and SAILORS

THE CROP OUTLOOK

RAMBLES AFIELD

Improves In Maine As To

Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.
OF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER

Potatoes, But Apples Are

Under

Aug. 1 conditions in Maine indicate
only
slight changes in the 1930 crop
[Number Sixteen]
ST. GEORGES
prospects forecast a month ago, with
What has become of the hlue
fringed gentians which were once so the exception of a 6.4 per cent reduc
plentiful in our fields and pastures? tion in the potato forecast.
Who Served In The War For Amercian Some
years ago I could have picked a
The Maine potato crop is now fore
bushel of them in my own field, and cast at 41,360,000 bushels as com
now I never see even one blossom.
Independence
The last ones I saw were growing in pared with 44,180,000 bushels fore
small scattered clumps in a wet place cast a month ago; 50,120,000 bushels
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER
just back of Martha Allen’s grove, in —the final harvest for 1929, and
the Will Keller field, and that was a 38.559,000 bushels—the 1924-28 aver
As Is locally known, I have been engaged for several years
dozen years or more ago. These
Varied weather conditions
in collecting materiaj for a history of the Plantation of dainty flowers are too beautiful to be age.
Lower St. (leorges. in the Province of Maine, now known lost or exterminated and I am hoping have prevailed in Maine during the
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired to hear of some place where they are last month. In some sections it has
consideiahle information regarding the genealogical his growing as profusely as they formerly been too dry to plow, while in others
it has been too wet for the proper
tory ot the early settlers in this region, and the part they grew in this vicinity.
maturity of potatoes. Late blight
played in civil and military affairs. 1 ant, of late, receiving
If there is such a place I sincerely has infested nearly all fields in
many inquiries from the descendants of these families, hope that everything possible mav be
whether or not they are eligible to membership in the | done to assist in perpetuating their Aroostook County and at the pres
•Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo existence, for through September and ent time very few vines remain
lution.” To save time and labor in answering each indi October most of our wild flowers have green. It is also reported that con
vidual inquiry, 1 have prepared a record of the naval and gone by, and the gentian blossoms siderable rot is evident. For New
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred, assist greatly in brightening the England, the expected production
who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to brown and fast fading scenery of late as of Sept. 1 totals 50,775,000 bushels
make the thirteen colonies free and Independent States, autumn. Blue flowers are not very as compared with 58,988,000 harvest
ed in 1929 and 47,400.000 bushels—
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever common among our wildlings at any
possible 1 have expanded these sketches by adding material of a public, time of year and it behooves every the recent five year average. About
an average, crop is expected in New
private and family nature. By so doing, many of the subjects of these flower lover to see that they are not I
Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode
sketches can be more easily identified. As to those whom 1 am endeavoring destroyed. The late wild aster is the
Island, while a greater than average
to rescue from the realms of oblivion, they having lived in the dim and only blue flower I remember seeing
misty past, errors are bound to creep in. If such are detected, either by the at this time of year, and even this crop may be harvested in Massa
has not the intense color of the gen chusetts and Connecticut.
casual reader, or the descendants of these men of courage and act*0",
The total apple crop in Maine is
will be appreciated by the writer to be so informed^ before the following tian, with which I find most persons
estimated 2,688.000 bushels, or about
FRANK
B.
MILLER
unacquainted.
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
Yesterday I received a branch of 20 per cent below that of 1929. Com
mercial production is expected to to
[Eleventh Installment]
ripe choke cherries which have very tal
554,000 barrels as compared with
little “choke," and which are yellow 692,000
barrels produced in 1929 and
LEWIS, GEORGE. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archibald instead of the usual dark red. They j
McAllister’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb s regiment, July 11, 1779, were gathered somewhere between 499.000 barrels the average from
1924-28. The reduced production this
and served until Sept. 24. 1779, on an expedition against Majorbagaduce. Union and Appleton as nearly as I j year is attributed to smaller crops ol
The pay roll on file in the Massachusetts archives is endorsed: “Regt. at could learn from the rather vague and j Wealthy, McIntosh and Ben Davis
rambling account given of an excur
Penobscot.”
.
sion taken a few days previous. As I j varieties, as all of the other import
George, Nathaniel and William Lewis were probably brothers and have never before heard of this ' ant varieties show expected produc
higher than a year ago. The
sons of Daniel Lewis who died in Lushing, May 28, 1794, in the 69th variety I would be glad to learn its J tion
Baldwin crop is now indicated to be
y ear of his age. Daniel Lewis was the son of Yarley Lewis who was born history, if it has a history, or to learn the largest in the past six years.
if it is only a sport with no history
in Wales about 1680. He was married April 28, 1702. John Lewis, at all. I am rather expecting the
For New England as a whole, the
son of Daniel, was born Sept. 18, 1763, and died April 19, 1838. He mar "Objector" to wake up at this juncture commercial apple crop is expected to
ried Agnes Young, Jan. 14, 1796, who died June 20, 1848. In the winter and declare that “there ain't no such wtal 2,267.000 barrels, or a slight in” but there certainly is. for I crease °ver the foreca5, °La ™nU‘
ot 1743, Gen. Samuel Waldo entered into a written agreement with animlle,
have them on the table here before ago. and compares with 1 868,000 barDaniel and Charles Lewis to convey to them two lots of land in Cushing, me and they are a clear, decidedly rels lor 1929, and 1,897,000 barrels the
each containing 100 acres, but being unable to perform the conditions of bright yellow and are dead ripe too recent five year average. There are
be more
apples
than f.ncwere
the agreement the Lewis brothers surrendered the agreement to Waldo. 1 will save the seeds so that anv expected
narvesieotolast
vear in
an new
last year in all New Eng, >n June 20 1746. Wald. extended ,h, petlnnnnee ol .he axemen, lo, doubOna^.n,.,^ plan, J*. harvested
JJ,
™
On April 17, 1777, Mrs. Sarah James of Warren sold lot No. 35 h.

Every-Other-Day
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be qffite ’hkerTtoSShow"That

maximum that may be paid is $100 been satisfactorily explained by the
proper authorities. They may pay for
yearly, and the minimum, $20.
Went Into Effect At Beginning of
If any teacher resigns his position, I that length of time if they so desire,
Present School Year—Its Provisions all the money is refunded with com but are not compelled to do so.
i The law applied to all teachers in
pound interest.
The contributory pension law for Any teacher who retired after 25 public school, normal schools, and
Maine teachers, enacted in 1923,! years of service, or more, receives an academies which received three-fifths
goes into effect with the beginning
annuity commensurate with the sum of their support from the State.
of the present school year.
Maine had a pension lnw for teach paid in. This is the primary purpose
By the time she gets through with
ers before, and any who were em of the law, to provide pensions, and the regular November election. Ruth
the
State
puts
into
the
fund
an
ployed before the new law was passed
Hanna McCormick will no doubt find
are not affected by it now. Beginning amount equal to that paid in by the it would have been much cheaper
teachers
themselves.
in 1924. any person who takes a teach
to have bought a seat on the New
A clause indefinitely worded in the York Stock Exchange.—Louisville
ing position must, after six years, pay
yearly into a fund established for notice received from the State De Times.
pensioning teachbrs, five per cent of partment of Education in Augusta, led
each year's salary. For the first six to a misunderstanding in some
years, he may contribute or not—it is quarters. The clause was construed
entirely optional. After that time it to mean that a'l teachers who had
is compulsory, and no teacher may not contributed for the last six
hold a position in the State, who does years, must have the entire sum de
ducted from their p^y this year.
not comply with the provision.
PARK THEATRE
While the amount required is five They were naturally disturbed about
NEXT WEEK
percent from each year's salary, the it. However the matter has since
TEACHER PENSION LAW

“All Quiet On The
Western Front”

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY

Great Purchase and Sale of

Heaters
Now is the time to get your heater. You save
considerable by this Special Sale Purchase
IViw

A Special Design!
You want a circulator that will give maximum heat to
the average size home with a minimum consumption of
fuel, and be an added beauty too . . . here it is! Has
beautiful walnut color, enamel finish! The specially de
signed inner unit is of very best cast iron! Burns any
fuel, consumes its own gases and circulates healthful,
tr.oist warm air!

The forecast for feed crops In

there are more things in heaven and Maine show little change from those
earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of o^a
°f
5,280.000 bushels. This is about b
in thy philosophy.''
Last week I had the pleasure of per cent above the average. The proseeing a thrifty clump of the so- duction of buckwheat and barley is
called “garden huckleberry; which is about average. A total of 1,453,00c
not a huckleberry at all, nor even a tons of hay has been put in the bams
distant relation, but a member of the this year as compared with 1.582,000
solanum family, to which belong the , tons last year, and the average of
tomato, potato, and deadly nieht- ; 1.502.000 tons. The smaller crop this
shade. For a long time these huckle- j year is caused by both a reduced
berries were looked upon as a poison- acreage and lighter yields. Pasture
ous weed and shunned accordingly, ; conditions were rated at 83 per cent
but I read an account last year of a as compared with 66 per cent at this
family which employed a maid from (time last year.
the far north who said all her people
BACKWARD CHILDREN
ate them and made pies of them so
they tried some and found them a
LEWIS, NATHANIEL. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archi welcome addition to their table. Federal Office Of Education Is T(fi
Study Their Educational and Social
experiments showed that they
bald McAllister’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, July 11, Other
Needs
are harmless when cooked and prob
1779, and served until Sept. 24, 1779, on an expedition against Major- ably so in a raw state. I can quite
The Federal Office of Education
hagaduce. The pay-roll on file in the Massachusetts archives is endorsed: credit this, for we all know that under
certain conditions many of this has established a new service in the
“Regt. at Penobscot.”
family contain poisonous properties field of special educational problems.
LEWIS, WILLIAM. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archibald which are eliminated under other It will initiate and conduct studies
conditions. Even our common of the educational and social needs
McAllister’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, July 1 1, 1779, certain
potato when left in the sun until it of mentally deficient or backward
and served until Sept. 24, 1779, on an expedition against Majorbagaduce. turns green, has been known to make children, of children with specific
Ihe pay-roll on file in the Massachusetts archives is endorsed: "Regt. persons ill with symptoms of poison educational and mental handicaps,
ing. and tomatoes when first raised in and of psychopathic or nervously un
at Penobscot.”
gardens, were looked upon with suspi stable children.
Specialists agree that maladjust
LONG, JOSIAH. He enlisted as a fifer in Capt. John Reed’s com cion, and called "love apples" and
pany, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, July 21, 1781, and was discharged nobody dared to eat the handsome ment in the early school years is fre
fruit.
quently the forerunner of social
Dec. 1, 1781. The company was raised for the defense of eastern Massa
A long time ago one solitary plant maladjustment and delinquency in
of
solanum
dulcimara
came
up
behind
chusetts, now the State of Maine.
adult life. Scientific investigations
my barn and I made haste to uproot show that the juvenile offender is
MADDEN, JOHN. His name appears in the descriptive list of men it as I feared some child might be likely to be the child who is men________ ________
___
handicapped,
serving in the Continental army, with the rank of sergeant, in Capt. John poisoned by the berries. Since that ' tally, or_ emotionally
Burnam’s Light Infantry company, Col. Jackson’s 8th regiment. He is time I have pulled up plants of this j and tjlat crjme ancj psychosis in the
all over the place and the more 1 adult may often be traced to the
described as 22 years of age, five feet and ten inches in stature, dark eyes, pull the faster they grow. I have ^happiness, the physical or mental
dark complexion, and a seaman by occupation. He was native of Pema ceased to worry about them though, i unfitness o{ the chiid. Education
quid, but at the time of his enlistment he resided on the eastern side of St. SOT,°n. taSin,g °ne 0Luje by™t<.r therefore faces the problem of maksatisfactory provision for those
Georges river. Mr. Madden enlisted Feb. 2, 1777, under Capt. Wiley at decided that no child, howe r
hungry, would ever be ^"9^ t
t chUdren who need speCiai adjustProvidence. Rhode Island, and was discharged from service June 10, 1783. more than one, for they are decidedly i
In his application for a pension he states that he was at Valley Forge dur nauseous and unpalatable.
world the best It can give for social
ing the terrible winter of 1777 as a private in Capt. John Wiley’s com I find on consulting my Botany-. wel{are &nd [aw enforcement The
in the office of Educapany, Col. Michael Jackson's Massachusetts Continental Line. Gn that the much advertised chinese
matnmony vine is also a member ol ;
_ _______ ___ tt
M arch 17, 1835, he was residing in Waldo plantation, but for 30 years this order and I have noticed that tion is a step in the direction of its
prior thereto he had lived in Belfast, Greenfield and Waldo.
both vine and fruit bear a strong solution.
The work will be a part of the di
resemblance to this wild variety which
MADDING, JOHN. According to the Continental army pay we have always considered poisonous. vision of special problems and will
Some years ago, when making calls be under the immediate direction of
accounts, he served as a private in Capt. John Wiley’s company, Col.
Elise H. Martens, specialist in the
Michael Jackson's regiment, from Feb. 10, 1777, to Dec. 31, 1779. He on Granite street. I used to see a education of exceptional children
luxuriant specimen of the matrimony
gave St. Georges as his residence at the time of service. He served as vine on the piazza of a house just Miss Martens has been connected
corporal in Cant. Pierce’s company, Capt. Jackson’s regiment, from Jan. above Union street, and the blossom with the Bureau of Research and
1, 1780, to Dec. 31, 1780. He was reported as having served twenty- was exactly like the blossom of the Guidance in the school systems of
which grew wild in the woods both Oakland and Berkeley, Calif., in
live months and twenty-one days as a private, fifteen months as a corporal, plant
and which I was taught to call night j connection with which she has
and six months as sergeant while in the army. It is quite evident that John shade.
Adella F. Veazie J worked extensively with exceptional
Madden and John Madding were identical persons—a difference in spell Rankin street, Rockland.
1 puiSls.

Daniel Lewis containing 100 acres, adjoining the lot Waldo sold Lewis
on the south. This was probably the same lot which Jane Jameson ol
Falmouth, a mantua maker sold to Mrs. James of Meduncook, widow of
William James, July 17, 1772. This lot was devised to Mrs. Jameson
by her father, Sapiuel Jameson.
The following children were born to John and Agnes (Young) Lewis:
1. Margaret, born June 6, 1798; died Oct. 3, 1801.
2. George, born Sept. 24, 1800; died Oct. 6, 1801.
3. Eliza, born April 25, 1802.
4. John, born April 14, 1804.
5. jane R., born Aug. 9, 1806; died Feb. 27, 1884; married William
J. Bradford.
6. Mary.
7. Ann.

ing being the explanation.

Georges, as his name appears in the census of 1790 as residing on the eastMALCOLM, ALLEN. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archibald
ern.side of St. Georges river. He died May 14, 1834, at the age of 88
McAllister's company, Col. James McCobb’s regiment, July 11, 1779, and
years, and is buried in the Pleasant Point cemetery.
served until Sept. 24, 1779, on an expedition against Majorbagaduce.
McINTYRE, JOHN. He served as a private in Lieut. Alexander
MALCOLM, ANDREW. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Jacob Kelloch’s company, which was detached from Col. Wheaton’s and Col.
Ludwig’s company Oct. 7, 1777, and was discharged Dec. 20, 1777. The Jones’ regiments by order of Brig. Gen. Cushing to protect the eastern
company was rai ed for the defense of Machias. The roll-call was sworn part of Lincoln county, from Nov. 13, 1779, to Feb. 13, 1781. I he com
to at Waldoboro. He also enlisted in Capt. Thomas Starrett’s company, pany was stationed at Camden and St. Georges.
Col. M ason Wheaton’s regiment, June 28, 1779, and served at Camden,
MclNTYE, WILLIAM. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Thomas
Eastern Department, until July 5, 1779.
Starrett’s detachment from Col. Mason Wheatons regiment, June 28,
MALCOLM. JOHN. He served in the Penobscot expedition as a ;779, and served at Camden, in the Eastern Department, until July 5,
private in Capt. Benjamin Lemont’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s
1779.
regiment, from June 26, 1779, until Sept. 24, 1779, when he was dis
McLELLAN, JOHN. He served as a private in Capt. Archibald
charged.
McAllister’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, from July 16,
MARSHALL, SAMVEL. He served as a private in Capt. Philip 1779, to Sept. 24, 1779, on the expedition against Majorbagaduce.
M. Ulmer’s company, Col. McCobb’s regiment, from July 8, 1779, to
McLELLAN, SAMUEL. He served as a private in Capt. Archibald
Sept. 24, 1779, in the expedition against Castine.
McAllister's company, Col. William Jones’ regiment, in retaking and
MARTIN, MOSES. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Timothy guarding the mast ship “Gruell.”
Heald’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, June 30, 1779, and
[To Be Continued]
was discharged Sept. 25, 1779, serving on the Penobscot expedition.
MARTIN, SAMUEL. He served as a private at Penobscot in Capt
Benjamin Plummer's company from July 6, 1779, until Sept. 24, 17J9.
The company was detached f-om Col. Jones’ regiment for service under
C«d. Samuel McCobb on the expedition against Majorbagaduce.

McCOBB, JAMES (also given as James McCobb, Jr). On July 1,
l77b, according to the list of officers returned by Dummer Sewall and
■others Mr. McCobb was commissioned captain of the 4th company, 1st
Lincoln county regiment of the Massachusetts militia. He was also cap
tain of the 4th company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s Lincoln county regiment,
as appears by the regiment returns made by Col. Sewall, dated at Georgelown. Nov. 19, 1779. Although Capt. McCobb gave Georgetown as his
residence at the time he received his commission as captain, he probably
look upJts residence at the close of the war in the plantation of Lower Sr.

R. W. JEWELL

MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION
AUTO MOVING
Across the Street
or
Across the Country
Loads Wanted At Once for
Portland
Every Load Insured
49 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 837
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Trondhjem and Its Cathedral

Tho first Christian King of Nor
way,
Olaf Trygvasson, founded
Trondhjem in 966 A. D. It is not only
the most important town In the north
ern half of the country but it is the
largest city In the world to stand at
so high an altitude. It is situated on
the large fjord of the same name at
the mouth of the river Nid. Hero
the first Christian church in the coun
try was built. The most interesting
building In the city is the famous
cathedral built In the twelfth cen
tury over the tomb of St. Olaf who
was killed in 'battle pgalnst King
Canute in 1030 'A. D. However, this
first structure was destroyed by fire
and restored into a more modern
building which Is now used as the cor
onation place of the Norwegian govereigns.

$5 Deposit-Balance Easy
Charge to Your Account
If you have no account here open one now. Because this
is such an exceptional saving opportunity'we want it to
be available to everyone in this section of Maine! Every
Maine home shculd have an account at Eastern's.

OTHER HEATERS AT $35, $59, $79, $98, $125

KINEO RANGES
Maine’s most famous product—the Kineo Range—now
on sale at new low prices that will make owning one
easy. Let a new Kineo make your cooking pleasant
and save you fuel.
This handsome
range complete

with reservoir

and mantle
now on sale for

Delivers a Kineo
Stove to your home
Balance Easy
Trade in your old
range towards a
new Kineo

Other Ranges at| $45 -

- $119 - $125|

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, cere ot
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

283 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

